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IN WONDERLAND
NINETEEN FORTY - NINE
~NNECTICUT
~llEGE
NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT

i

IN MEMORIAM

HARTLEY W. CROSS

4

JOHN FREDEIUCK MOORE
The Senior Class of Connecticut College respectfully dedicates
this book to the memory of Hartley \'V: Cross and John Frederick
Moore, whose warm friendship and willing service have enriched
our lives and our college.
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Child of the pure unclouded bmw
And dreaming eye of wonder!
Though time be fleet, and I and thou
Are half a life asunder,
Thy loving smile ~i11 surely hail
The love-gift of a fairy tale.

I have not seen thy sunny face,
Nor heard thy silver laughter;
No thought of me shall find a place
In thy young life's hereafter- Enough that now thou wilt not fail
To listen to my fairy-tale.
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A tale begun in other days,
When summer suns were glowing- .
A simple chime that served to time
The rhythm of our rowing- .
Whose echoes live in memory yet,
Though envious years would say "forget".

And though the shadow of a sigh
May tremble through the story,
For happy summer days gone by,
And vanished summer glory- -

It shall not touch, with breath of bale,
The pleasance of our fairy-tale.
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the Walrus said,
lings:
hips - - and sealing-wax - and kings - ."
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ART

FIVE ARTS WEEI'iEND

MUSIC
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FATHER'S DAY

OUTDOOR

CHAPEL

CLASS OF 1949

ELODRAMA

c
WALL GIVING
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FOREIGN
STUDENTS
Doreen Chu, Lynette Tan, Mamie Dunn, Gloria
Kwok, China; Mary Young, Bermuda; Marie
Louise Burle, France; Ronica Williams, Bermuda;
Annette Rapin, Switzerland;
Teresita Agurcia,
Honduras; Maruja Arce, Chile; Dione Marcos,
Greece.

SENIOR DAY

OUTDOOR

VESPERS

19

LAUREL CHAIN

GRADUATION

HONOR
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GUARD

tIe went on, 'we
r was an old Turtle - e, if he wasn't one?' asked
ecause he taught us: said the
ally you are very dull!'

ROSEMARY
PRESIDENT

24

PARI)

DEAN
E. AL VERNA

M. ROBERT

BURDICK

COBBLEDICK

.DIRECTOR
OF ADMISSIONS
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Frances Brett,
Dorot h y Richardson
"
.
Sarah Linkletter,
Miss Mcbain

GERTRUDE E.

JOYES

Dean of Fresh:~en

ROBERT FULTON

LOGAN

Department of Art

HEADS OF
HARRIET WHITNEY

ALLEN

Department of Physi~s
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ED\VIN 1. MINAR
Department

of Classics

RICHARD H. GOODWIN
Department of Botany

FLORENCE WARNER
Department of Economics

FRANCES BETHURUM
Department

of English

DEPARTMENTS
HANNA

HAFKESBRINK

Department

of German

MARJORIE RUTH DILLEY
Department of Government

MARGARET
Department

S. CHANEY

of Home Economics

JULIA WEL S BOWER
Department of Mathematics

ARTHUR

W. QUIMBY

Department

FRANK E. MORRIS
Depar tmen t of Philosophy
28

of Music

VERA BUTLER
Department

of Education

RUTH
Department

STANWOOD
of Physical Education

HELEN PEAK
Department of Psychology

ALEXANDER

KASEM-BEG

Department of Russian

PAUL LAUBENSTEIN
Departmentof Religion
29

BESSIE BLOOM WESSEL
Department of Social Anthropology

RUBY JO REEVES KENNEDY
Deetrffmea

E. FRANCES BOTSFORD
DOROTHY
RICHARDSON
)fln1!rt<-.<ZZoology

MARY McKEE
Department of Chemistr
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CAROLA ERNST
Department

CHESTER McARTHUR

DESTLER

Department of History
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of French

STUDEN

FACULTY FORUM

--

JUDGES OF COMPETITIVE

ALICE RAMSEY

SING

,
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nley, Charlene Hodges, Ann Gr
ralMiller, Ann Woodard, Helen
ce Lurton, Betty Anderson.

son, Elizabeth Horn, Mildred Weber, Jane

bhnson, Lee Garrison, Janet Callahan, Ann

HONOR

COURT

Jean McClure, Mildred Weber, Jane Smith, Judy Winton,
Lois Papa, Frances Nevins.

Lois Banks, Helen Jane \Vcttach,

HOUSE OF REPRESENT ATIVES
Muriel Phipps, Marjorie

Erikson,

Mimi Haskell,

Askin, Virginia Callaghan,
Mary Pennywitt.
Elaine Fanoni, Corinne Fisher, Joyce Wuesthoff,
Wood, Janet Surgenor,

Suzanne

Mink.

Mildred
Terry

Weber, Ann Woodard,
Munger,

Mary Clark,

Dorothy

Spivey, Sue

Alice Green, Eleanor

SERVICE LEAGUE
Ruth
Hauser, Ann MacWilliams,
Jerry Foote, Charlotte Enyart, Artemis Blessis, Dana Smith, Victoria
Simes, Janet
Callahan,
Pamela
Farnsworth, Susan Little.

ATHLETIC

ASSOCIATION

Cynthia Hill, Shirley Hossack, Joan
Underwood,
Mimi Haskell,
Lois
Papa, Diane Roberts, Lee Garrison,
Phyllis Hammer, Alice Hess, Janet
Strickland,
Nancy
Ford, Edith
Barnes.

OUTING

CLUB

Elizabeth Babbotr., Elizabeth Powell,
Shirley Hossack.

RADIO CLUB
Jane Reiffel, Helen Haines, Pheobe
George, Dorothy Globus, Edith Kolodny, Phyllis Hoffman,
Anne
Gehrke, Marie Rinella, Jo Raburn,
Mary Bezark, Madis Blumen, Roherta Trager.

RELIGIOUS FELLOWSHIP
Joan Campbell, Carol Dowd, Charlene Hodges, Lois Banks, Fritz Keller, Jean McClure, Ruth Fanjoy.

WlG AND CANDLE
Naomi Gaberman, Margaret Farnsworth, Mary Lou Strassburger, Janet
Regottaz.

NATIONAL STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
Judy Adaskin, jo Borden, Estelle
Parsons, Anita Manasevit, Mary Lou
Oellers, Alice Fletcher,
Gabrielle
Nasworthy.

WORLD STUDENT
COMMITTEE
Claire Goldschmidt, Phyllis RobinSon, Joanne Toor, Mimi Haskell, Sue
Little, Vivien Fauerbach,
Mimi
Otto, Ina Dube, Rhoda Meltzer,
Doreen Chu, Edith Manasevit, Gail
Craigie, Olivia Brock, Sue Starr,
Elizabeth Anderson,
Isabel Harris,

Helen May Knafel, Estelle Parsons.

UNITED WORLD
FEDERALISTS
Virginia Meharg, Cynthia
Hill,
Betty Burrough,
Dorothy
Globus,
Phyllis Clark, Josephine Frank, Marjorie Rost.

PRESS CLUB
Jane Broman, Edith Manasevit,
Dickenson, Phoebe George.

Jean

C BOOK
Nancy Noyes, Sharon McLean, Mary Lou Strassburger,

Anne Gehrke, Sue Nankervis.

USSA
Mimi Otto,

Mary Meagher,

Phyllis

Robinson.

Mary Meagher, Mabel Brennan,
Davidson, Vaughan Groaner.

Estelle

Parsons,

POLITICAL
Jane
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FORUM
Broman,

Barbara

Himmel,

Barbara

Seelbach,

Joyce

I

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE NEWS

Rube,

Rachel Ober, Ina
la*et Baker, Christine Holt, Jeanne \'V'ebber, Pamela Farnsworth, Mary Meagher, Carole Axinn, Grace Lur ton, Jerry Anderson, Anne Spreyregan,
Gabrielle Nosworthr Ani! Tholfson, Anne Russillo, Kay Stocking, N aomi ~arburg.

QUARTERLY
Deidre COO~S, Rh~da Melzer, Elizabeth Johnston, Gretchen Schafer, Cynthia Carey,
Nancy Puklin, San Buchner, Julie Spencer.
50

WE ACCEPT WITH IJLEASURE

Mary Stone

SylviaJoffe, editor-in-chief

Nan Bawden

Barbara Norton, business manager
Judy \Vinton, associate editor
Maxine Hillman, art editor

Cynrhia Carey
Sybil Wyzan
Jackie Brengle

Mary Stecher, photography editor

Caroline Beattie

Sue Starr, literary editor
Phyllis Nectow, advertising manager
Barbara Miller, circulation

Elizabeth Ramsden
Lynn Neibecker
N aney Kearns

Phyllis Hammer, copy editor

Carol Baldwin

SEE YOU IN WONDERLAND
51

essed, with a pair'
ame trotting along in
r

as he came, 'Oh! the

she be savage if I've kept
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lois Braun, Maureen Murphy, Lynn Nibecker,
Mary Bill Brooks, lynn Boylan, Lee Berlin, Mildie
Weber, Sally Whitehead, Estelle Parsons, Frances
Brigham, Elizabeth Fincke, Jean Hurlbut, Sonny
Spivey.

SCHWIFFS
Joey Cohan, Viv Johnson, Ann Mitchell, Ellie
Whicla, Janie Wheeler, Jeannie Tucker, Bobbie
Miller, Julie Spencer, Marlis Blumen, Alice Fletcher, Bev Tucker.

id Alice to herself,
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cied this kind of
I am in the middle of
n about me, that there
write one- - but I'm grown
wful tone: Nat least there's

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS

PROCLAMATION
"Ah," she says, "I am a Senior
Nights no longer need I count
E very weekend I can wander
Off to parties, games, and men ... you know
But I have no place to go!"
Where is Tiger, orange and black?
What holds sitting bulldog back?
Would that her tears would cease to flow
Would that she were where they be
Along the road to Matrimony!
So the desolate Minnie-ho-bo
Blinded by the sparkling carats
Saddened by the sight of pins
Lies upon her iron cot
As her heart begins to rot!
By the shore of frenzied Thamsie
By the shores of Laughing Water
Under snow encumbered branches
In the town of sailor boys
Stands a noble institution
Red of brick and heavy-barred
The haven of the fair Coast Guard.
A light appeared in Minnie's eye
A first class stripe shone forth in neon
Rubbed she then her palms together
Ceased her sobbing and lamenting
Fastened all her claws in place
And cackled long and low and loud
"Hiawatha,
Hiawatha!"
She bea t him messages on her drums
Sent up smoke signals, "COME!"
And finally as a last resort
Deposited a nickle in the slot.
"Hi-ya, Watha," cooed Minnie-ho-ho
As their lines became connected
"Fm not busy Wednesday night.
Now have you got any plans?"
Grabbing, racing ever onward
Don'r give up the ship, oh Min.
"Let's sneak a glass of beer, my dear!
I love the sea, I love that life.
I love your first class ring, my dear,
And the miniature to go with it!
All the meadows wave with blossoms
All the woodlands ring with music
\'Why all this sudden joy above?
Mr. and Mrs. Minnie-ho-ho
Have announced the engagement of.

Out of childhood into womanhood
Now has grown our Minnie-he-he
Gone the adolescent pimple
Gone the crazy haste for dates
Gone the laughterj gone the chatter
Learned now is Minnie-ho-bo
Learned in fhis college ritual
For now shT.is an "intellectual"
Wasted, wrj nkled, old, and ugl y
Looking sadly at the others
As they 13ulgh and live and quarrel
She remainr aloof, alone
living soberly in her carrel!
Oh our Minnie and the Seniors
Had some pleasures it is tr-ue
Bridge perhaps and eating too!
"A fourth for bridge," cried Minnie-ho-ho
Calling all the tribe together
And the Seniors huddled 'round
Bidding wildly, slamming madly
Playing wJJI with much finesse
And the srl,oke ros~ slowly, slowly
Through t~e tranquil dorm! tory
First a Sinile line o~ darkness
Then a de ser, blu9r vapor
Ever risin ,rising, fiSing
All the Senior tribe inhaled it
Bending low in pra se, in wonder
Glowing ilJ the lov of Luckies
Thanking God for IChesterfields.
Thus it was that Seniors lived
In their sn1oke-infJted tents
Playing b 'dgeandjpounce and jacks
Always pel sive an~ intensive
Waiting,
airing for comprehensives!
Oh, the glJY of a Senior
Oh, the fu of privileges
Oh, the pri e of on so old
Oh, the jo of no miore gym.
By the ShO~S of La~ghing Water
By the shit ing fren~ied Thamsie
Dwell the ise and hoble Seniors
And amon them Minnie-ho-ho
Sitting cally
che1ing nails
Tears withJn her bagged eyes
Moaning l~1:wand long and loudly
Oh, the Wf'ling of our Minnie
Tell us, Mi nie, whr this sorrow?
Tell us, Mi nie, wh);' this pain?
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You know Minnie) she's true blue-She's

the one with the "whole view".

at commencement, during wise and worldly speeches ...
robed prophet ...
deception!

capped and gowned like black

seniors stand with souls uplifted.
She was planning

her wedding

Thus it was that

Except for Minnie, what

reception!

You have asked

us why we stand here in our tasseled hats and togas, with our
black encircled eyes, wirh our wri nkled paleface foreheads,
with our sloping, slumping shoulders? Yes, you have
asked

and

who've
tell

you,

faced
flunk

gone
oh

we

have

too

lovely

far

told
for

you)

and

we

hope

fresh-

bea uties .
early

and

a void the rush! ...
Thus
tale

ends

the

of Minrue

HoHo!

"//ou.< we

GREW . . .

ruuI,

GREW

~GREW
7J

Laura Allen

Barbara Walker Steigerwalt
Rosalie Halbren
Margurete

Casey

Gale Holman Marks
Ester Coyne Flanigan

MOVED
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Elizabeth Brainard Sandwick
Louise Rothe Roberts
Susan Farnham
Dorothy

Ford

Stone Fowler

Virginia Ferguson Leach
N aney Schermerhorn

Struever

AWAY
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Frances Adams
Never seen without that gold bow-pin ... a New
England nomad ...
spends her vacations sailing
in Chatham or gentleman-farming
at home in
Vermont ... will buy anything green ... question
of the summer: "Has anyone heard from Frannie?" ... conservative ... with sudden bursts of
enthusiasm ...
conversation characterized, by
"purrs" and ear-splitting yelps ... her desk ever
filled with Ec. books, argyles, and Camels ...
a
sincerity and warmth of heart to be envied.

"Frannie"

"Julie"

Curly hair, turned-up
really don't see how 1
'.' . "Perry, have you
yet?" ...
Anybody
chewing virtuoso

nose, the envy of all ... "1
can go away this weekend."
done your History reading
got a match?" ...
gum"I'll be up all night"
.

~1iss ~uIlibili[y
strawberry ice cream
.
Aren t my argyles pretty?" ... ticklish funnybone, wonderful laugh ...
She's from Bethesda
..
"Honestly,
I'm not exaggerating!"
...
Twinkle Toes ...
deeply loyal ...
that's our
"jewel".

Julia Ann Ahearn
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Hyla Marilyn Alderman
Active accelerator ... New Havenite with a Florida sun tan
. self-expression in art ... college
life: one string of catnaps ... baseball enthusiast
.. idealist with her feet on the ground ... knitwit
rises like the sun-slowly
... bridge any
time
lea yes for class on the (wen ty after bell
... loves C. C., but never here on weekends ...
wonderful friend ... affectionate, generous, and
genuine
. innumerable
charms and myriad
capabilities.

"Andy"

UHy"

"I can't, I have a meeting." ... always neat with
a flare for clothes
poise and boys ...
"My
sister, Shirl". . power behind the scenes of Wig
and Candle
.. "Have to read the paper" ...
Dilley's delight
chief bouncer at Service
League dances
"Providence calling" ... our
Harper's Bazaar model ... yearly change in home
address, but always close to Wesleyan ... "Dear
diary"
our executive.
. cooperation plus
efficiency
E.A.'s welcome to the Frosh
beauty with brains ... fun with depth.

Elizabeth 1. Anderson
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Joan M. Armstrong
.A n E c Ill<l) 'or wi th ,an eye toward aviation
.
"Honestly, I've grown!" ...
those dimples belle
her sophistication
...
sailing enthusiast
"Whac'Il I do with my hair?" ... a laugh that
cap tiIV ares ... Nantucket summers ... the Battle
of Cables or, "Oh, I dropped another stitch!" .
a passion for shoes ... a depth of loyalty ... when
the spark is struck, the flame will glow.

"Jnanie"

"Pooh"

Rosy-cheeked Wilmingtonite
whose heart belongs
to Princeton ... life in historical retrospect ...
quiet studiousness intermingled with sudden outbursts of laughter ...
childhood verses often
quoted ...
favorite and threadbare adjectives"sharp and neat" ... pigtails constitute mid-week
coiffure ... takes everything literally ... deciphering her handwr.iting comparable to hieroglyphics
... guardian angel to roommate, Janie ... "nearness, sweetness, and light."

Margaret S. Ashton
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Barbara Ayers
"Do come in and see my turtles" ... "Are there
two P's in appeal?" ... stays up all night, cat-naps
all day ... "Who wants to go over to the stables?"
.. "But I do have pink hairs" ... Arabrab Sreya
· . , "\Vho wants my glass of milk?"
"But the
St. Louis zoo is the best in the world"
"Psych
is TOO a good major" ... our mother confessor
· .. a regal air, a friendly way.

"Jerce"

"Bah:

Summer School habitue ... so young, but so smart
· .. home, New Haven, and she's always going
home ... aptitude for musicians and the Yale band
, .. psychologist with a birdlike voice ... file cabinets galore . . . endless conferences wi rh Miss
Peak ... weekly Wednesday phone calls together
with those daily letters
sympathetic
listener
· .. sincerity and loyalty
high aspirations with
capability to attain them
For God, For Country, For Yale, and For Joyce.

Joyce Zelda Bailey
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;

Edith Barnes
"Pass the potatoes" ... M.A.E.B
I do?" ... poised and polished

"Kids, what'Il
"Oh, sweaters!"

...
glum silence until ten
Joe's. Gym and
Double Octet ... side-splitting
wit WIth a poker
f ace ... Florida tan all year round ... "Rock-it
f or Inc .. ... the long , low whistle type ... dance
when you're feelm' blue ...
so trouble comes in
threes! Meet the director of Five Arts ...
The
Lancaster
need it.

New Era ...

sound sympathy

when you

"GID"

Mad about New York ... cosmopolitan style and
manner
oh! that figure that wears clothes so
well
ec. is incidental, weekends paramount
...
expressive hands, unmistakable
voice ...
"That's strictly new look!"
conversations indicate sincere interest in others
perennial dieting, but no one knows why
deep aversion to
smoke-filled. congested rooms
"My father's
a doctor. and he says-"
...
knows what she
wants. and it usually comes to her ...
a worthwhile acquaintance.

Gloria Joy Barnett
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Katharine Kendall Bartlett
Pure blonde hair, a flawless complexion

...

weekly

visits to the Latin Quarter ... you have to be good
to knit and walk
finally learned to typewrite
and wread wright
invaluable contribution of
backstage time and effort culminating
in deserving co-ownership of Iphigenia ... always packing
for Baltimore, New York, and Princeton weekends ... warmly sympathetic ... mid-year melancholy, final success ... spurts of humoresque ...
glowing future for her and that Brewster Boy.

"Nan"

"Dilly"

Collapses in giggles ... "Out East" ... "Davenport is the second-largest city in Iowa"
Marshall Field's, the only place to shop
English
major who hands in first drafts ...
candids for
Kaine.
. almond eyes ...
dark and distinctive
... we predict only the unpredictable
discards
her horn-rims for practice teaching
so lovable
... deceptive combination of naivete and capability ... a most impelling dignity ... "little acts of
kindness and of love".

Nan Bawden
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Carolyn J. Beattie
"Your time is Auer-tirne" ..
one of the three
faces
"Wake me in ten minutes" ... beautiful
hands
boogie-woogie rendition of "Sentimental
Journey" ...
"I need someone's bottom box for
my art project"
"E'se so tired, I'se so weary"
... Thames Gem
Curie from Chesire ... "Daddy, I wanna hoss!"
Fire Island, Cape Cod ...
"Never do today what you can put off 'til tomorrow" ...
mischievous eyes ...
subtle wit ...
independence of mind and character.

"Hnatalle"

"Jerce"

"I can't

throw

it away, I might

want it some-

time!" ... Chern lab constant, study variable ...
a system for everything ... her knit.tin's mittens
... countless tales of Point O'Woods ... unlimited
plans for the future ...
"Shu-ali, I come from
Norwich"
...
air-conditioned
lab shirts
"Guess what I'm going to do now, write I~!';
efficient, dependable, and always willing to
~end a typing hand ...
alumna since February;
r t hasn't seemed the same.

Joyce Benjamin
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Mary Frances Bentan
That raised eyebrow.
. "\Vould you cut my
hair?" ... the apropos dry comment ... her-room
a welter of cigarette burns ...
the ink spots on
the wall ... "It's bittah-Iy, bitrah-l y cold out!"
. Louis Jourdan wallpaper ... "You're \'XlALKING on my rugs"
silent laugh ... good morning, Mr. Husing
Torrington
Thanksgiving
reunions
history major, "How many mows in
a pOW?H
saddle-shoe appeal ...
so hard to
know, so worth the knowing.

"Mimi"

"Mary"

A Mona Lisa smile and an air of serenity ... Worcescerbury" tales ... supreme authority on knitting socks ... "My nephew, Mark" ... naturally
curly hair-the
envy of us all ... a sympathetic
listener
"WHEN will I get all my work

done?"

a delightfully dry sense of humor ...

Khatchaturian
fan
... habla espanol
diet" ...
AL WAYS

"Let's go out for dinner"
"I really ought to go on a
a lender be.

Miriam Berberian
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Leona Berlin
Bradford graduate from Glencoe now belongs to
us ... Psych Theory and playful antics with faculty children ...
burns the midnight oil .
meaningful
chats till the wee hours ... interests
universal ...
always the willing postman ...
"Please somebody, cast on rny stitches" ... clumping shower togs ...
short of stature, height of
fashion ...
a classical music advocate plus onesixteenth of the Double Octet
informed and
interested in Art and Philosophy
deep through
the heart.

"Lee"

"Blais"

"Romaunce"

Burdoff's
England-c-."
petual motion

negligees and nightgowns

Thames Gem ...

...

«I have loved

thoughtful
generosity ...
"Courage, Karl Franck"

per...

"It's the. T~ames for me!" ...
"Step our boldly,
n~en. This IS what we've been training for!" ...
history papers and library black-list ...
"Weddick, are you going to the library ALL after,,,
h
noon.
'"
t e A.A. speech ... «The rontus on
the fontus-c--" ... Zippo and Bradford ... lightbulbs forever!!

Sarah Grant Blaisdell
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Barbara Blickman
"Hey kids, will you wake me up when it's time
for lunch?" ... a Picasso in the making
"Forget Freud, it's the design that counts"
frequent
inspiration in interior decoration
twinkling
eyes beneath a sophisticated look
faithful Li'I
Abner fan ...
bitten by the vitamin bug ...
"\Vell, at Cornell lase weekend-c-"
Imitations
from Bette Davis to Bugs Bunny
a thousand
and one laughs ... paints the town red on canvas
· , . Make Mine Manhattan.

"Barbie"

"Barb"

Life is a stage ...

"But I always get men's parts!"

· .. whistling before breakfast ...
"1 just love
mixed cereals" ...
the last to finish dinner.
"Posture is important"
interpretive dancing
· .. talks with all of her
"I feel so fiendish" ...
that cowardly lion look
"let me draw you"
.. the wittle wabbit
systematic disorganization
"My Godfrey" ...
"But he's ONLY
6'4""
sympathetic listener ... art at 2 A.M.
· .. future
enthusiast

bright with art and science ...
...

exuberant,

Zoo

exhilarating.

H. Barbara Bohman
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I

Gertrude Anne Bolte
Vivaciousness

and laughter
in unending
abundknows
everyone
in
Ridgewood
ance . . .
dand
for her friends, a eep
everyone k no ws her ...
loyalty that never wanes ... "Billy says"
f~c[
firmly on the ground, heart in Troy
petite
figure carro t top ... shapely fingers that move
with her conversation
...
Child Development,
. h an eye to the future
WIt
. innate fineness that
frowns on artificiality
spontaneous
gaiety and wit ...
loves life.

flow of

"Gaby"

Blonde slimness, usually in jeans ... smoking r00111
habiruee ...
"Going to bed now, getting up at
three, want Inc to wake you up?"
raves about
her family, and with good reason
"Does anyone have the time?"
dates galore; then came
that diamond ring
alarm clock resistance ...
hair-cutrer-itis
... "John is so clever!" ... estabLshed reputation,
be it bridge, cooking, 01- most
anything ...
generous and understanding
...
"Zoo has the best department" ... lives for Fridays
... largesse personified.

Bernice Neumann Booth
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Marilyn Janice Boylan
Tall and oh so blonde, Brookline's pride ... voice
gives Mood Indigo to Double Octet ... "Cats are
MUCH smarter than dogs" ... that straight out
of Vogue look, no wonder she models ...
longlegged gazelle of '49 speedball team ... "I'm really
going to the libe tomorrow" ... what other major
but English? ... only half a demi-tasse yet nightly
insomnia ...
morning stupors
regal manner
merits those king-sized cigarettes
gracious and
understanding,
unforgettable,
Lynnie.

"Butsy"

"Lynn"

Irrepressible giggle .. , interdigitating
and the big
red A
"Do you take Zoology? Zoo I'll be
down."
bargain-hunter
... Well! ... night
shirts and pin curls ...
how do you keep that
tan? ... con tagious happiness ... counting those
prolific fruit flies ...
"You may sing of other
places but for me Montclair"
...
scissor-happy
...

psychology

match-knit

...

Sing Sing sweater and socks to

by hand ...

pert.

Elizabeth I. Bragg
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Janice Braley
"Feel like spending money today"
Republican
"Colston and
em bl ems, b u t Moscow portraits
]" ...
a 1a ughter all her own ...
summer in
E urope ( a r how Estes cu t my hair) ... "Think
I'll be nasty today" ...
"Fairhaven, that's near
New Bedford" ... "Exam tomorrow, anyone want
to go to the Diner?"
an individual ... "Basically, I'm a sweet girl"
where there's Braley,
there's fun.

"Jan"

"Lois"

Puck personified ... New York bred and Broadway bound ... food from Altman's
independence
"Sonny daze" ...
"Hi!"
cleverly
creative
finger in every campus pie
"There's
no business like show business" ... illegible writing
Majoring in English and Minaring in
Greek
Go \'Vest, young lady, be it Point or
Port
effervescent and energetic ... a place for
everything
and everything in its place.

Lois Z. Braun
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Helen Jackson Brengle
"Do we really have to take five courses?" .
twenty minutes and four art projects to go .
bandanna days and the Laundo-Quick
... "Vicky,
why didn't you flunk gym, too?" ... Snack Shop
athlete ...
The Pawling News Chronicle is now
on closed reserve ... "He's about as exciting as a
cold mashed potato sandwich"
.. caricatures of
characters ... "But he's only 6'4"1" ... "Sbur'n
it's a nne day" ... perpetual giggles complete with
tears ... "Has everyone got their corrective shoes
on?"

"Mabel"

"Jackla"

Blonde half-pint from White Plains who's getting
taller every day ...
philosophy
personified-e"everyone should take at least one course" ..
definite views, strong opinions, and Dewey's No.1
campaigner ... "Pass the salt shaker, please" ...
"Can you picture ME teaching school?" ... constant hall wandering by day and early to bed at
night ... deep understanding
coupled with character analysis makes her a friend in need and a
friend in deed.

Mabel W. Brennan
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Edith frances Brigham
individualist
W a Itz me ar ound again , \~il1ie ...
"
"5"
with a dynamic persona IICY,
..
aay ...
t hc
essence of effervescence
... Miss Dilley and Con" ri1011s ..•
"skiiug just happened to me" ...
S(I(lI
ambition like unto a panzer movement ...
her
love life is astounding
...
premiere danseuse ...
telephone calls that she's never home for ... the
girl that refreshes
"Francie, you can't be older
than all of US!"
laughing eyes and a rosy glow
... our own atom bomb, undefinable find unforgettable

..

hold that Tiger!

"Francie"

"Janie"

Blue-eyed,
Winnetka

blonde of Swedish descent hailing from
... "Just like Roman only with a B"

an English major with journalistic tendencies
-c-Press Board ...
"Hey kids!" (Quiet reigns)
... capable and willing in an energetic manner ...
a speed demon at knitting but a slow poke at eating ...
efforts to organize resulted in Young
Republican activities ... a weekend away-a
week
in bed ...

rates A-I as a friendly,

Jane f. Broman
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\

sincere person.

Mary Bill Brooks
T weet y bottles of shampoo ... first one up and
the last one to breakfast ... ethereal beauty and
those gray eyes ... special delivery telegrams from
Mother about the weather ... with a song in her
heart and a smile for everyone
"Where's my
bathmat
and back-brush?"
inspiration for
every for ry-niner to sing her heart out ... banquets supplied by Grandma, and always clean ashtcays ... friends as numerous as her knick-knacks
she shall have music.

"Weez"

•

•

"Mary Bill"

"But, Louise will carry a lantern!"
.. , patrician
beauty and a ready wit ... "The V. IS for Violet"
... West Point weekends and dungaree weeks ...
"1 know for a fact" ... "Friends, former English
majors, alumnae, lend me your Shakespeare papers!" ...
she lives in the Boston dugout ...
"Weezie, if you don't get up, I'll call Gottschling!" ... "I have beri-beri" ... Boston A's ...
"Fifteen jabs with a rusty needle before she drew
blood" ... a laughing daily tale of woe.

V. Louise Brown
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Marjorie Ann Byck
A little lady with a bouncing gait ...
child observation for the Jersey shore's next generation
... "Let's_keep~the_cobwebs_out_of_Byck's
mailbox" campaign ...
worry, worry, worry
what's her major among all the minors?
a
warm laugh beneath a shy countenance
frequent trips ...
discoverer of Bach's symphonies
... poetical correspondence with the faculty ...
"Who wants to play bridge?" ... "I'm a-Freud of
you" ... the room with the wide open door.

"Marjie"

"Janet"

"Oh, this cute room!" ... atomic energy ... the
giggle that made Janet famous . . . "Hey,
Hackett!"
... the serviceable President of Service
League
"What have 1 done?" ... the man from
Mars
infectious personality and our private
Blue Monday sunshine ... "I need a permanent"
... Buttonburg,
New Jersey ... "Soc. isn't really
easy?"
laughs at all jokes-good
ones and her
own
"Today is Englewood Day" ... "Anabebo,
anabibo" and Wheatics.

Janet Callaghan
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Cynthia Carey
Choo-Choo ... Food for Food's sake. , . sincere
appreciation of the Snack Bar for what it has to
offer ...
whole-hearted
enjoyment of butts ...
ordered mind; cluttered room ... concentration
in the midst of confusion.
. English major atmosphere complete with book case of the "Centuries" ... QUARTERLY enthusiast ... always
finds what she loses; always loses what she finds
... Virginia belle ... avid reader ... impish brown
eyes ...
all energies directed toward helping
others.

"Sandy"

"Lhon-Ihon"

"Where's Sandy?" ... always in a rush ... "I've
got to change my Plana ria" ... knows all, sees all,
and is most interesting ... Zoo lab habituee ...
"This is so different from Oak Grove" ... known
by all ... Mascot Hunt 1947 ... "Open the door,
Minerva!" ... "Oh kids, I'm so excited!" ... "But
you don't
York" ...

know what it's like to live in New
knows every face by name ...
best

example of student-faculty

relations.

Jean Katherine [arter
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Anne E. Cobey
Burriin
the midnight oil ... jeans and navy shire
g name it, I'll disect
..
" ... "Hoop- Ia.I"
"You
It
: .. " fitfully frank ... condemned
into everlas~ing
disorder ... Annie-girl, Con-dog, Jock-dog,. Tinycat Home-house
... individuality
... genUine ...
"For crying in the heed" ... they hail from Yale
...
those gay Pine Orchard summers ... ardent
athlete ... that mischievous glint in her eyes ...
in perpetual
motion ...
undaunted
Yale rooter,

"I'nhie"

"Aggie"

Washington, CONNECTICUTT's
claim to fame,
but Bermuda's most ardent admirer ... proud of
A.A. degree from Colby Jr ....
mighty attractive
...
intelligence and pleasant dreams
"Can
bubbling water raise my blood pressure?"
"I'm
going to be a rebel in the midst of conformity"
... "EX-eel-lant"
... "How grand" ... "Now
be serious" ...
favors Eli ...
fun-loving,
spontaneous humor and abounding energy ...
awed
by numerous Soc. papers ... friendliness and personality and memorable laughter.

Agnes Hull Cornell
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Elizabeth Costa
"Books! ''<fhar arc they?" ... "Just wait 'til l get
my license"
crazy about speedball, Miss Bower,
and MA TH
always neat.
. three years and
no jeans.
. luscrous dark hair and eyes ... generous
lunch for everybody in Commuters'
room
New London gal who took c.e. in three
years
., bridge whiz ...
shoe-shine gal.
determined and peppery.
. can whip up a skirt
or a culinary gem in no time flat!

"Ilnhhy"

"Hl!tty"

The Big Sleep ...
ear plugs and eye shades ...
Home Ec. in Senior year-could
it be that diamond? ...
off for the weekend, every weekend
.. "AI understands
me" ...
"Everyone should
major in Ec." ... conscientious ... "He's a cu tie!"
those big blue eyes
"Save me some fruit
for breakfast" ... "Well"
sincere and thoughtful ...
...

a true friend ...

"Those crickets

"Come

have some 7-Up"

are toe darn noisy!"

I

Barbara Jean Cowgill
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Gale M. Craigie
General's daughter, cadet's delight ... "Oh,"
Berlitz and Berlioz ... that tooth-paste smile

.
.

"L'rn going to be calm THlS year" ... sWiml:lin~
an d go If ... "I'm so glad we're back at rhe FJeld
. . . always pretty, always neat
"My adorable
little brother" ...
Thames gem
"I'm beginning to think in Spanish" ... sincere and loyal ....
room full of records ... "the two noblest things
which are sweetness and light."

"Gale"

"Dolly"

The Cwa-a-ayma
Child ...
vagueness-"Bur
I
HAVE definitely sort of made up my mind, Shu"
... perpetual catastrophe in the Zoo lab ... teddybear appeal ...
"Why, Creep-face, how \VONDERFUL of you to call" ... measles and the twoin-one blues ...
trailing clouds of Vicks vapor
... Washington, D. C. ...
"These are only the
notes for the FIRST draft of the letter" ...
friendly and cheerful ... "Shu, you know lalli~
looks younger" ...
"Wait, you-all."

Dorothy Cramer
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Janet C. Crapo
Beauty, brains, and Bun ...
lovely to look at,
delightful to know ... majors in knit ring, minors
in Psych ....
talented pianist and singer of blues,
she composes, too ... makes the coffee that keeps
Mildie going ... a transfer from Pine Manor who
hails from Indiana ...
a real friend and grand
spon ... best dressed gal we know.
. genius at
hair styling, always glad to give a crew CUt
we're glad she came to Conn. College.

"Maria"

Famed for her gestures, sound effects, and knitted
dresses ... a German major who can really keep
'em laughing with her accents ... possessor of a
real talent for designing clothes ...
her best
known question, "Where's Marion?".
, a Long
Islander whose campus outfits are usually topped
with an orange and black sweater ...
the owner
of a keen sense of humor and a gift for mimicry.

Alexandra M. 1. Dencks
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Jean Dickinson
Cheery and friendly ... an arboretum and a botanical garden right in her own room ... a junior
transfer from Wellesley with a tremendous interest in campus activities ...
she's amazingly
versatile .. , one reason for her success as a NEWS
reporter is her quickness of mind that affords an
unusual talent for summary ...
early riser and
early ret.irer, energetic and interested ... Economics keep her in the library but sailing lures her to
home town Larchmont.

"lElan"

"Belly"

A contagious

laugh

...

HE",

OUf

petite

blonde

from Hinsdale ... from Chaucer room to Snack
Bar in one easy lesson ... "But, what's wrong with
spending review week at Annapolis?" ... easy to
talk to ...
an understanding
listener.
, . has a
wa~ with everyone ... loves to tell "Shaggy-dog"
Stones ...
"We're loy-al to you, Ill-i-nois" ...
she aims to please, and she succeeds.

Elizabeth Grace Doolittle
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Jane Stoughton Downing
University of Kentucky sorority girl in '48 ..
Weekends at Annapolis ... who else packs trunks
at midnight, has measles at exam time? ... "Now
you all listen" ...
disorganized efficiency ...
hoopskirrs and Bluegrass ... gamin grin and feminine wiles ... tolerant of Northerners
... champagne hair, expressive hands, a sociable soul
Mrs. Petti bones ..
well-dressed from blue jeans
to formals
... "Ah love English so much it isn't
work!"

"DoRie"

"Janie"
"The kids from North" ... enthusiastic field trips
... "But plants DO need care!" ... busiest schedule in E.A., with lunches on the run
beloved
corduroy jacket with upturned collar
a "Burpee" girl ...
divided time and interest between
German

and Botany

...

"You've

just

got

to

come to our flower show!" ... practically
lives in
lab ... strolls under the stars .. , "Yes, but don't
you think?" . , . Sharon, Connecticut,
.. that
quizzical smile, .. willing audience for others'
woes ...

quiet thoughtfulness

expected

humor,

punctuated

by un-

Dorothy Anna Drescher
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Ina Dube
Naive smile and sophisticated
mind ... our temporary loss was Geneva's gain ... earn:st ~ith a
fl cuns. h ...
"Kids , I must go on a diet!
boundless enthusiasm
and spurts of determination
... "My brother, Jackie" ...
Philosophy major
...
"L'm doing my finger exercises" ..
New
Yorker with European nostalgia ... men: change
'em wi th the season ...
"It In usc be here somewhere" ... inveterate borrower and lender ... an
infectious and contagious charm.

"Dubey"

"Dottie"

Hail chief

...

"Let's

have a party"

...

open-door

policy ...
rhymes for every occasion ...
Major
interest in Psychology
...
nightly ritual before
bedtime ...
chief cook and bottle washer ...
"Wellesley Hills is Boston's best suburb." ... spic
and span ... "No, I don't have a permanent."
.
"That's what I love about New England!"
.
impish brown eyes and long, curling lashes
.
frank opinion, sincere interest ... we couldn't ask
for a better audience.

Dorothy P. Evans
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Ruth E. Fanjoy
China bound ...
Physical Rec..
. "Hey kids,
wanna know what happened to me?" ... gets into
more "confusio' " situations ...
sauerkraut and
carrots for THOSE brown eyes.
. enormous
energy, .. versatility plus ... with New London
as home base takes off in all directions-religious
conferences, proms and football games
.. neat
and attractive
...
hair grows shorrer every day
a whizzer with scissors ...
"wrong-way"
Fanjoy-rememher
the sing in '47?

"Farnsvalun"

"Erickat"

The Famsvalue
...
Pwcvidencc
...
exuberant
personality that plays constantly
in her sparkling
eyes ...
high tea from 2:00 to 5:00 ...
curly
mop, fog or no ...
unique dramatic
talent
.
whole-hearted
remember her
tered old arm
blessed butt ...
pletely in this
...

President of Wig and Candle
.
as Creon ... the battered old, tatchair
.. deep appreciation
of the
shirts and jeans ... involved combusiness of living,
.. syncopated

"1 LOVE English-I

... a fineness and integrity

just can't

write papers"

manifest

in all she does.

Margaret B. Farnsworth
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Vivian E. Fauerbach
"Let's be aesthetic"
POETRY ... subtle sarcasm ... timber trails
international slant ...
"Have to go look at the stars" ...
neat room
... that red and white bandana ... music lover ...
liberal thinker ... "Vi v, you cut your hair!" . , .
Genuine ...
"Education
is SO important"
.
Englewood. New jersey. "She has an atmosphere"
... "Have to open the window, I've got claustrophobia"
acter

peace of mind and strength of cha~high ideals with confidence to attain

them.

"Viv"

"Mary"

A tiny girl with a twinkling smile ... passion for
crossword puzzles and coffee ...
Ec. major.
"L'rn going out tonight"
serene and sympathetic ... the Army brat
essence of magnolias
and moonlight
the little white buzzer ...
"Oh, EDITH!"
pet peeve: people who don't
leave their names when they call ...
infectious
laugh
natives of Florida evidently don't get
tanned
spends hours doing her nails ... pretty
and piquant.

Mary Darling Fenn
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Elizabeth M. Fincke
OUf constant imp..
never-ending enthusiasm
... "Say hello to Darien for me" ... parched blue
jeans and blue shirts ... friendliness unlimited .. ,
"I've got CO have a crossword puzzle to take to
the switchboard" ... sailing at Nororon ... "Hey
kids, the Dodgers won" ...
super sleuth during
Mascot Hunts
coffee pot Fincke ... "Just another Ec major"
Double Octet's frowning alto
...
defender of the Orange and the Black.
laughing, lovable, unforgettable
...
that's our

Bibsy.

"fletch"

"Bibs"

White Plains IS the county seat _.
Junior year
south of the border ... nostalgia for those exciting bull fights, Spanish talks, gay fiestas, Zepeda
family ... the Shwiffs' new baby. , . "I'm a little
near-sighted, ah yes"
us unruly sophomores
and shoe-clumping ...

steadying chief exec. of
adept at hair-cutting
''I'm three minutes behind

on my schedule, but just ONE more cup of cof-

fee" ...

"Everything

is MARA VILLOSO", and

so are you, Eletchita.

Alice Fletcher
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Elizabeth Mae Flint
Artistic sensitivity
... coffee addict
confusion
now hath made this masterpiece
a multitude
of art materials
in a microscopic
room,
.. red
.loses. .. Wand
J.
in
Washington,
Pa
....
fern.
ininity-the
keynote ...
a lover of history ...
"My sister Peg" ... skiing
freckles ... our
understanding
Mrs. Anthony
"But 1 never
wear black" ... "But hoo-"
'Teacup' pinky
.. superb soprano ...
an individualist.

"Babette"

-

"Pat"

A laugh that defies dC6criptioll ...
crawls the
weary scholar towards the steaming cup ... Math
major
"Love: a square deal with strings attached."
an orchid every weekend
prehistoric reptile collection ... generous
ardent
advocate of the King Cole trio ...
"Nappy Hoo
Year" ... "I'm through with love" ... visions of
Shanghai illuminate
the future ... Phi Kappa Sig
...
baked-bean-hater
from BOston ...
temperamental red-head with a sensible streak.

Patricia Folts
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Grace Marie Frank
"But I've eaten once today" ... mass producer of
argyles ...
"\'Vake me up when you come back
from dinner" ... argumentative capacity ... "I
couldn't care less" ... N. Y. City, .. "But I get
so excited!" ...
"Are we friendly now?" ...
Sincere, a good listener ... her bulletin boardremembrance of things past ... athletically, she's
a good spectator.

"Na"

"Iiraen"

An efficient, all-around Miss with a finger in every
campus pie
.. A's without effort ...
the only
athlete of the third floor boys ... much adulation
from the male sex .. , completely
devoted to
everything that is fine ... wonderful concentration powers
she offers friendship
congenial,
garrulous
nightly hair settings
Hartford
... sparkling star in the English department heavens ... "Apparently-"
"Some little problems
can get

50-0-0

involved"

Naomi should go far.

Naomi Gaberman
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Norma J. Gabianelli
A sparkling sense of humor ... sum~le~sat G. Fox
& Co ....
"Back Home For Keeps pictures ...
the barberer.te of Connecticut
... "But Miss DilFranck's
D-Minor
Symphony.
l ev says " ...
"Ansonia? It's just outside New Haven"
" a
Yankee fan ... "Who'll make a fourth?" ... "Gee,
I'm so proud of this sweater!" ...
the singing
waitress, ever-ready for adventure ...
"Hey,
BrJ.ley~ wait for me!"

"Norma"

"Mary Lee"

Baltimore's
vision
cious sponsor ...

of loveliness ... Hopkins' graapplied Ec at Fox's ... late to

bed and late to rise ... "feel free"
of humor exercised with decorum

ready sense
Pres. of

Raydio Club ... advocate of midnight snacks ...
never too busy to listen ...
entl;usiastic and responsible
"I USED to be able to quote T. S.
Eliot!"
poised, versatile and natural
Mary Lee, we knew it was you!'

Mary Lee Gardner

IOIi

... "Hello,

Emily Olcott Garrison
Enthusiastic
leader of A.A .... both organizer and
participant
... combination of red hair and a pun
for every occasion ...
address is \X'esrport, but
her sailboat her habitat ... that artistic touch ...
paintbrush
in one hand, coffee cup in the other
· .. "Oh, Lee, it's BEAUTIFUL, but what is it?"
· .. vacations in Mexico provided her with those
ever-so-vital
Spanish phrases ...
a quiet understanding, and an appreciative sense of values.
a philosopher

at heart.

"Georgia"

Brown eyes, long legs, and that burton-nose . , .
Rome's home
a major slide-Art,
Auerbach,
Economics
subtly decisive ...
last minute
magic with scenery ...
daily 6-hour "snoozes"
· .. the smoking mattress or 15 bucks in the hole
· .. Culbertson's her god .. , overdrawn accounts
and misplaced stubs ...
exam week Pounce enthusiast
expressive hands.
. shower clogs in
the hall
slim, trim, and tailored ... always a
ready companion

in any escapade.

Georgia Gerwiq
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l

Rona Dorothy Glassman
The Rah-chester
dark-eyed beauty.
, . a bent for
the artistic and a sense of responsibility
that accounts for her art club achievements
...
vivid
awareness of the incongruous
lends color to her
weekly cartoons and her conversation
... searching mind ... hers is an independen t, head-in-theclouds serenity that opens the way to fantastic
situations, amusement for her friends ... funny
gait ... yellow socks ... remember most the hairwashing
Morgan
nights
and quiet symphony
afternoons.

"Iilass"

"Boston"

"I'm really from Watertown,
but Boston is simpler to say" ...
pahks her cah in the Hahvahd
yahd
her famous "knit-by-hand"
green sweater
"OF COURSE it's a sweater!" ... laundry
cases with food ...
"What's all the dirt?" ...
Ipana smile, good-looking legs, to boot
"Let's
play pounce", and a sharpie at bridge
sincere
in her friendships ...
"To bed at eleven"-the
sign says ...
warm.

generosity

flows from a heart ever

Anne Louisa Glazier
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Rose .E. Goodstein
Enthusiastic
and spirited with a warm and generous heart ... who are those stuffed friends called
Bcemish, Croobish, and Groganspeil? ...
she always looks so wholesome! ... "I feel like the last
Rose of summer" ... coffee time and prom weekends organized by Goodstein . , . time out for
tennis ... "What's your major maladjustment?"
...
philosophy for the practical
minded ...
"Brooklyn born and Brooklyn bred but now I live
in New York" ... a head for the most complicated
plans.

"liollsch"

I

"Ilns.i'

"Stay Loose"
Revognah Riding Club and
Lake Placid
suave sophisticate when she wants
to be .. , "You know jossen is stronger than I
am" ...
the vegetable and the shower curtains
...
"Dea th never comes to those who need it
most" ... perpetual quick repartee ... deep understanding and friendship like the Rock of Gibraltar
...
"My thoughts aren't world-shaking
enough
for Miss T uve" ... the glass of fashion and the
mold of form.

Betty Stuart Gottschling
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Ann Winward Grayson
She's everything Texan ... chamber of commerce
recitations and a drawl that captivates ... memories of coffee cups and midnight
bull sessions ...
"Oh, humiliation!"
... dismayed by this Yankee
weather
thrilled by the arrival of the Dallas
paper
spirited participation
in all phases of
college life ... efficient leadership as president of
our Senior Class ... Soc. keeps her in the smoking
room, her appetite at the S.B .... a grin and a poem
anytime ... always aware of those about her.

"Dallas"

"Sally"

"M y B u dd y " '"
.
slim
as a pencil and twice as
sharp ...
"Ho-Ha!" ... five day "borecier"
"Have you seen my new bedspread with the flyfron t?"
Iif
began at t h e Harvard-Dartmouth
.
'"
I e
game ...
"Morning doesn't agree with me"
Sociology and the Broad Street busses ...
"Cal.
laghan , you b 00..
b I" .. j ove1y to look at, better
to know ...
"Tonight
is Clean-up SaJ1y Night"
.. . . .tactful
frankness
and ,,'
" b n·11·
. d
ran t IDln

lllCOgnItO.

Sarah Ellen Hackett
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Elizabeth Leslie Hahn
The brainy Mrs. H. who radiates happiness and
proves that marriage and commuting
really do
mix ...
possessor of an infectious laugh, bright
eyes, and clever wit ... her participation
in campus affairs is missed, as is her presence in ].A. , .
English, her major, really helped her out when she
was home in Washington
last year (nothing like
having a basic foundation)
... a friend co all who
meet her.
. wherever she and husband Phil go,
they'll

be happy and successful.

.,

"Phyl"

"Iletty"

Vivacity, veracity, and tenacity ... tissue paper
neatness
powers of concentration
far into the
dawn
bubbling coffee pot and squeaking victrola . . . a symphony of blonde effervescence
from the city of brotherly love.
. dynamic enthusiasm for all sports which shines through in
her A.A. activities ... an organized list for every
occasion ... T.N.T. in the Chern lab
radiant
countenance
that invites friendship
makes
others happy in her happiness.

Phyllis W. Hammar
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Jeanne Louise Harris
From morning to night she's on the go
"Jeannie it's your buzzer" ... off to the libe
friendly
smile and twinkling
eyes
a Chicagoan with
friends all over the country
psychology major
...
mail a la male and female ...
papers done
months in advance ... "1 just have to look her up"
...
Connecticut
via Mills College
diet of
chocolate candy ... poised and reserved
early
to bed, early to rise.

"Mimi"'

In plaid shorts and bouncy slippers ... B.W ...
Haskell on horseback
iron-clad stomach immune to "green death"
immovable terror in

the morning '"

that"

"W e,11 I d on ' t (1111
I· k you can say
she practices her government in Stam-

ford
"Mimi Haskell, you little rascal!"
.
~an.cing coke-bottle ...
foot-tapping
logic
.
Mine too; it must be the salt air!" .. , cute as a
~ug's ear ... Tweedle-dee ... Thames Gem ...
Sincerity and kindness.

Mimi D. Haskell
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M. Ruth Hauser
Scintillating,
chubby-checked
...
Garden City
high-school embellishes every nook and cranny of
the yellow room, every phase of con versa (ion ...
an orderly, precise mind that manifests itself in
an immaculate room, a well-scheduled
day ..
sincere enthusiasm for campus activities and the
drive to carry through plans ...
Community
Chest, .. ee. courses galore..
talking jags that
omit no detail.
. cheerful visits in the doorway
... wastebasket outside the door. , . friendship,
loyalty.

"Ru"

Nancy

with the laughing

face! ...

"Hamburger"

...
proud member of rhe basketball league .. ,
faux pas galore ... needs blueprint for jokes ...
shy cuteness with kindness ... Junior year abroad
in Ohio, distant fields looked greener,
.. major
cycle, now in English phase ... Thames Gem ...
no praise is toO great for Caldwell ... even temperament ...
10:30 bedtime ...
tender brown
eyes ... Ginnie at the Ring Dance ... "This was
written

for the novice!"

Nancy N. Henneberger
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Maxine Emily Hillman
Fancy hats and flowers, flowers, flowers .... the
New Yorker ...
dashing hither and yon like a
miniature
whirlwind
... a knack for mimicry and
" song ... a grin that captivates ... the modern
approach to Art ... designing textiles in her own
distinctive style with an eye to the future
"It's a Big, Wide, Wonderful
World" ... serious
application of her creative talent in numerous activities ...
art editor through the looking glass
.. a helpful listener with a happy influence ..
impulsive gaiety ...
a charm that appeals.
<1

"Mike"

"Barby"

Inimitable

pixie with political

bent

...

"Maybe

I'll be a ward healer" ...
"Lollipops-my
sweet
mother!"
...
humor with delayed reaction.
horror of sentimentality
... "He's not good-looking, but there's something about him" ...
our
engaging New York hostess ... "Who's wearing
my black dress this weekend?" ...
"Dewey for
dishwasher" ... "I feel the big sleep coming on"
...
crinkling
nose with catching
smile ...
"Thanks

a pile" ...

girl with savoir faire.

room with

nonchalant

Barbara Patricia Himmel
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air;

•

Elizabeth H. Horn
Dark hair ... sparkling eyes ... a sculptor's dream
· .. caught on canvas
major interest: Art ...
major concern: espagn61
Betsy, that painting
is terrific, bu[-?
.. an artist with a future,
whether it be China, Honolulu,
or what about
Norway?
one more peruser of the Scarsdale
Inquirer
pencils, not needles, flying in Amalgo
· .. poised, pretty, and pert ... outstanding
in any
crowd.

"Sally"

"Betsy"

Dark-eyed

and graceful

or just a scratchy

"Is that Sally singing

record?"

baseball games and

movies with her Child Psychology subject ...

a

rebellious victim of the Green Death ... "No, No,
it's WEST Hartford"
. , . the creaking alarm
clock reminiscent of Sophomore days ... an amazing incapacity to tip the scales at more than 108
· .. serene one minute, effervescent the next ...
the sunshine of her smile ...
always a kind
thought

and word for everyone.

Sara King How
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Elizabeth Hunter
"Oh joy" ...

well, it's just outside Philadelphia

· .. cat cuttcr
redheaded but also level ...
wound-up
walk
got everyone ELSE caps and
gowns ... wholehearted smile ... limitless "last"
cigarettes ...
campus character on rainy days
· .. bird's
interest in entrance activities ...
inverted guffaws ...
enthusiasm
for the unique
· .. amazing ability for neatness, "But I can't
help it, I was brought up that way" ... corridor
capers ...
large heart in a small space.

eye

"Belly"

1
"Jeannie"

White orchids and a whiff of Shalimar ...

the

customer is always right
"I don't get tired of
studying if the radio's on"
a red-headed menace to men ...
laughable and very lovable ...
Tiger, Tiger burning bright . . . combination
of a blue's croon and a powerful backhand ...
"Oh-ho"
...
Sunday night telephone calls and
stars in her eyes
that eternal cowlick ... the
rogues' gallery
hospitality
by Hurlbut
letters, beaux, and millions of friends.

Jnan Hurlbut
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Carol Jane Jaffa
Sense of sophistication
with a subtle wit ... the
corridor clump
a fine collection of animals,
records, and men
effortless organization
followed by prolific weekends ... "Please leave, children, I'm studying" ... doesn't bore you with her
world travels
.. the cult of "Winnie-ther-Pooh
and I Think I'll Have a Little Something"
..
classic statements we can't recall ...
Willy the
Shake ... warmth and vivacity ... cultured Carol
...
a critical mind and enviable self-sufficiency.

"Ronnie"

fl:a'l Jane"

"Hi Toots" .. , a gal who's always lots of fun ...
friendly, warm, and generous ... jewelry collector
from way back ... papers always late ... "But
honestly next semester will be different"
(It never
is, tho) ... psychological approach
Her Don
... Wesleyan, Sigma Chi, and a PIN
notoriously neat note book ... easy to know and hard to
forget
veteran baby sitter ... cigarettes and
coffee
"My dog, Cokey" ... shrieks of laughter
... "Wait 'til I tell you, Bunny" ... tiny feet ...
"Bye now".

Marion 1. J asch
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Sylvia Nancy Joffe
Now let's talk about
for "or-an- juice"

Sylvia Joffe ...
never up
many trips home to Law-

rence, Long Island
major change ~esul~ing in
four Ec. courses Senior year ... genuine visored,
swivel-chair
editor
weekend metamorphosis
Oh those stories
"Ev, wait 'til you taste
those french-fried
onions" ...
out to lunch, be
back Wednesday
finger dexterity
when it
comes to adding
pleasing combination of independence
and efficiency ... like OUf year book?

-Thank

Sylvia.

"JoI"

"Bells"

"All I did was ride, and I lost weight!" ... Donie
B. enthusiast ...
"Anyone want some coffee?"
...

schmoo

WINNIE

addict

...

"Bridge,

kiddies?"

THE POOH's her bible ...

...

"Hamler's

problem is MY problem" ... pussy cat lover ...
individual study with three units for LEAR and

th,-ee uni" for HAMLET

...

the QUAR TERL Y

picnic finally came off, but no beer ...
last words: "1'11 cut your hair!"

famous

Elizaheth Estelle Johnston
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Janet King Johnston
"Yo' all are pekin' sport at me"
quiet Southern
charm with sincere interest
parked gum and
that Sunday dinner dress
"\Vho closed my
closet door?"
pastel girl of Chantilly perfume
and cameos
"He's a pud" ... up on what's new
and what's news ...
blonde queen of natural
beauty ... Lip-Stae and eyelash curlers ... "Not
all Lookout Mountaineers go barefoot" . , . a sound
ear for sorry tales.

"Bobby"

"Janet"

Continental
with a Long Island accent ... "Barbara Jones, 1 Jove you" ... Frenchman on a camel
... reason we passed sophomore English ... 10:00
bedtime ...
"I've got to keep my room cold to
stay healthy!"
...
ambulating
in the Alps ...
friendliness and poise
lost a heel in Death
Valley
Thames Gem
concentration
and
neatness
vivid descriptions ...
conservatism
belied by love for adventure

...

"Ah, le petit vin

blanc".

Barbara F. Jones
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Joan Marie Jossen
"Hel-lo-o"
"What's the name of that girl I
room with?"
trance-like concentrations
...
"Let's face ic!" ...
common sense and warm
friendship
...
until morning"

"Nobody
speak to Gottschling
... Puny Buny and the rebel yell

... THE MANY LIVES OF ALICE HAMILTON by Professor jossen ... unimpressed by A's
...
feminine perfume and a bathroom bass ..
loves to sing-we
wish she could ... sophisticated
eyebrows ... the brown coat insured for $300 ...
"Hello, Scarlet, this is your Rhetc!"

"Johnnie"

"Jeff"

No need of Dale Carnegie;

this gal's contagious!

· .. mixmaster Judge, the incarnation of a tossed
salad ...
"Really kids, I'm being neat this year"
· .. the original ac tiva tionist
"I feel stretchy"
· .. old clothes wastebasket
held together with
pins and grins ... the love bug's got her ... child
development major who looks like one of her own
charges
well-adjusted
muffin ...
nightly
poundings
sparkling enthusiasm with a champagne glow.

Jennifer J udge
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Ruth Hilda Katz
Katz never spats.
"Come on, let's go, it's a
movie anyway"
a sense of humor punctuated
by a hearty laugh
Ruthie's on a diet, isn't that
a riot? ... "I just wasn't cut out for college" ...
a welcome listener to every tale
need anything?
You can always borrow Ruthie's
"You haven't
lived 'til you've been to Europe" , .. an economic
major who works by the light of the midnight oil
... "Springfield-Massachusetts, that is."

"Mill"

"Huthie"

Sophisticated beauty with
"Married life is exquisite"
my Richard!" ...
"1 must
book" ...
"magnanimous"

beguiling
...
"He's
put it in
wardrobe

smile ...
a-dar able,
my scrap~
...
"This

is Thinsy Day" ... yarn-spinner with laughs ...
oh, for a week with that hysterical family in Deal
... the green dress and the well-placed corsage
.
"Y ou-are-playing-havoc-wi
rh-rny-emotions"
.
the artiste; self-expression in oils ... what's it like
to

be in seventh heaven, Mill?

Millicent Flink Kerner
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Irma Dorothe Klein
Avid reader of the Hartford Courant ... "I didn't
THINK I had a date!" ... the ever-ready knitting
needle ... A.A. degree from Hartford Junior ...
"Obviously"
...
her major time spent on Soc.
surveys ... ten hours sleep a night que still "Guess
I'll take a nap" . , . cultivating
that typing finger
...
"But kids, I'm a monotone" ... a store of
laughs ... good will policy ...
call always count on Irma.

warm, sincere, you

"Irma"

"Lynn"

Capitalistic

Ec. major

...

which

Lynn has the

Toni? ...
dinners at the Sub Base, dancing at
Lighthouse
...
"But I studied one day LAST
week!" ...
that beautiful smile, all warmth and
good humor
"Everyone reads the BETHEL
BUGLE!"
"\Vhar do you think I should wear,
hmm?"
tweeds and femininity
... a senior in
SOccer. , . little white lies, Aphrodesia, bed-room
voice ... blithe spirit and casual approach to life.

Marilyn Klug
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Edith Lindsay Klyn
Personality from the tips of her dancing feet to
her twinkling smile ... wants to write books that
will be banned in Boston ...
"George says" ...
Mrs. Anthony
...
walks on little pink clouds
when Friday arrives ... pet peeve: working.
for John's sake!".
. rhe budding poet ...
"There are NO Indians in Chicago!" ... English
major ...
spends her spare time talking on the
telephone ...
cinnamon blonde with sparkling
eyes.

-os,

"Hel"

"Edin"

Music and art gal ... bouncing ... "you should
see Sid now" ... perfect teeth but loads of den tists
... "Why did 1 major in English?" ... unfor gettable camelard coat ... "Last Wednesday night I
fell in love" ... sensitivity and unexcelled kindness ...
"There's nothing like Brahms" ...
refreshing naivete ... "Can't wait to get into the
city" ...
last minute decisions ...
violins
more bubbling that a glass of champagne.

Helen-Mae Knafel
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Eleanor

C. Koenitz

"Blankery,
blank, blank!!"
...
unparalleled gen.:
Ellie's beanery-all
you can eat and
erosrty
...
Frankie Laine, too
that halo of socks ...
"Coffee is ready"
"Ah, the boo-boo"
fluctuating moods that never fail to fascinat~
Stan
Kenton in abundance ... summer at Wildcat U .
. . . "How can I be a zoology major when I love
cats?"
"But kids, you've just got to come to
Maine!"
understanding
when it counts ...
Thames gem.

"Illy"

"Illen"

"Gym clutters my life away" ... daily traumatic
experiences-oh,
the vicissitudes of life! ... amusing to talk to, delightful to know ...
total involvement
a flair for words appealing to the
esoteric few
"Why Wallace, of course!"
.
whimsical idealist with an individual charm
.
all problems analyzed a la Freud - "I've got a
theory" ... dead-line papers ... crossword puzzles
...

. naps in class ... "He's acutely aware of me"
searching the moon among the stars.

Rose Ellen Koster
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Julia Mae Kuhn
The perfect combination of dreaminess and practicality ... possessor of a musical versatility and
talent that Mr. Quimby relies on .. _ a Philadelphia accent, the bane of her existence ... letters
from Vic with news of latest dental techniques
eagerly awaited
quiet good humor and amusi.ng credulity
"Oh, you can't fool me any
more" ... a sincere personality, an easy manner,
and a friend to everyone.

"Joan"

"Judy"

Lean and lithe ... never too busy to listen
Grosse Pointe to "Louavale" ...
catnaps
mind for Shakespeare,
"Okay, Sweetie" ...

from
a

an ear for the buzzer
.
extensive tours of the Ivy

League ... kind and sincere, energetic and enthusiastic , .. sportsman supreme ...
off again on
again ... Lambert lounge and duck talk ... that
skirt-it
walks, it talks
alarm clock resistance

always a laugh ...
"Such stuff as dreams

are made of".

J oanne Lambert
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Jeanne Marie LeZarde
Thoughtful
blue eyes ...
an elusive dimple
House Junior ...
pan tomime-iac par excellence
...
sensitive and idealistic
her doodles :lrc
"pomes" and "purr y pi tchurs"
now when Liz
had charge of the chapel Jist
New London
honey ...
president of Commuters'
Club ...
don't let her get near that couch
"Don't you
think I ought to cut my hair?"
"I don't want
to go to this class" ... plans to reach in her major,
English.

"Liz"

"Link"

Miss New London of '46 ... what a gal! ... transferred to C.C. in February and stuck CO it winter
and summer ... look for her if you want to have
fun ... just loves picnics ... "He's a curie!" ...
a social chairman of those Commuter parties ..
friendly smile ... soft, wavy hair ... likes Ec. so
much she doesn't even mind 4th floor seminar ..
"L've been trying to quit school for years!" ...
intercollegiate archery champ.

Ruth Luta Linkletter
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Paulina Mary Lishon
The lovely and engaged Ncwtonite
whose heart
has belonged to Harvard for so long ... her major
is econom.ics, she studies in the Harvard Business
School library, and she's NEVER
at school on
weekends . , . always happy, except on Sunday
nights, she and roommate Lurt arc a popular pair
and rarely have their bright red room to themselves ... usually found asleep or knitting, Polly
(when awake) is full of fun ...
her infectious
laugh, bright blue eyes, lovely smile, and generosity make her a delightful friend!

"Franciu"

"Polly"

Gene ...

a welcome transfer

from University

of

Wisconsin ... five inch fingernails-the
envy of
the typing students ... "hair of gold, eyes of blue,
Gene likes cherry wine" ... an ever-willing fourth
... "but if 1 fly 1 can get to Sou tjt Dakota in a
week, kids" , .. Gene ...
ee. major and politics
...
"I can't worry about that now"
sympathy and an enviable disposition
237 more days",

then Army

ready
"Only

wife.

Frances l:. Lockhart
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Marion Luce
Annapolis

weekends financed by sale of English
it just doesn't grow
texts . .. dead-head-"But
,
back there!" ...
na Ivere-e-though
we're not so
sure ... "Early to bed and early to rise gives you
rosy-cheeks
and puppy-dog
eyes"
exasperation
punctuated with "ding-dongs"
bullet~n ~oard
patterned with orchids ... our future fossil digger
...
"Mrs. Wessel says we must integrate" ..
lightning
changes from sneakers to formals ...
genial, girlish,

and gay.

"Marion"

"Lurt'

Everything

cheerful

and

bright

..

a sense of

humor and a gift for mimicry that pack a wallop
... editorials written with one hand in the pretzel
box, the other on the typewriter ... even in home
town, Scarsdale, she's envied for her curls ... the
psych major who can always be counted on to
rationalize
herself into going to the movies ...
her interest in others and her willingness to help
make her a valuable friend ... she's swell.

Grace E. Lurton
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Priscilla Holcomb Lynch
"Miss Lynch, the phone" ... "Hello, darling" ...
terrific rendition of "South America, T ake It
Away" ... dramatic ability.,.
philosophical bent
... photogenic,
but yes
"That figures" , ..
passion for coke and candy
"Would you like
to playa little bridge?" ... deep interest in people
... "Oh, but Mary, we can't dry all that silver!"
. playground
counselor in East Hartford
fascinating eyes ...
intriguing.

"MacD"

"Perc"

New London's own, with rhe "coastal dialect" ...
loaned to East ... that sense of humor .. , conscientious ... dependable ... "But he's a cat with
personality!" ... the original touch
DO major in Physics, you know"
with the knitting needles ... "Anybody

"People
versatile
hungry?

It JUST so happens I have a coke" ... well-worn
path to her door ...
"Now kids, you KNOW"
... the right perspective ... generosity
Mary ... straight to our hearts.

...

our

Mary Elizabeth MacDonald
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Edith Sylvia Manasavit
Sparkle all her own ... unending family in Bridgeport ...
probing and analytical mind ...
"I'm
in a mood" ...
Gershwin and jolson phases. ,
dainty waist-line ...
sincerity and warmth ...
bright smile ... intense concentration,
.. "Where
do we go from here?" ... sings while brushing her
teeth
"It was 7:30 in the morning" ... literary
bent
understanding
listener ... little girl with
big heart, abundant charm, and deep intelligence.

"Edie"

"Pat"

The essence of femininity
...
infectious
giggle
... devotee of Home Ec. teas, nursery school ...
OUf
wide-eyed dreamer ...
sincerity and generosity that know no bounds ...
Varga legs
picks the best Best's can offer ...
"Oh, no, I
couldn't possibly!" ...
bashfulness that brings
complimentary
blushes ...
bye-bye Plattsburg
...
eye-rolling renditions of the blues ...
surreptitious candy bars when Gaby isn't looking ...
sensitivity to all that's good ... thoughtful, sweet,
and happy.

Patrida Anne Manning
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Gloria D. Mariani
Hails from New London but claims Noank.
loves a good time
hilarious mimic ... endless
hours in the lab
"Oooo-my
Planaria disintegrated!" ...
"Oh, shure" ...
"J don't think
that's very nice!" _ .. just naturally curls her hair
... best harmonizer in these here parrs ... "Plop"
.. "Who's got food?" ... appreciative and sympathetic ... sec.c treas. of Italian Club ... likes to
sail ... chic shape ...
all time says, "all time",

"Weeziu''

"lilor"

Bambi eyes ...

"Hey,

kids, do I look dangerous?"

... subtlety cloaked in naivete ... acid-ventilated
dungarees ... "So I am a Chern. major" ... afternoon naps that would stretch until morning ...
"Why do my bangs grow up?" ... and how many
hearts have you broken with those great big beautiful eyes? ... the walls come tumbling down, and
she remains delicately poised ...
cute as a bug's
ear.

Louise Foster Marsh
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Margaret Elizabeth McDowell
"P stands for Plattsburg"
...
"You nasty kids"

Freshman transfer?
sign up here ... he

dropped his eyes first
drink your milk, Ma~kie
Tweedle-durn
earsplitting converSatIOns
with Ma Dunmire
last minute Psych major
.
Thames gem ...
playmates ... all-day naps
.
Tee-hee, up a tree. , . "I'm sorry, but the carrels
are for the seniors" ...
so many shoes for such
tiny feet ...
"But, kids!!" ...
humor, good
nature, and such a cu tiel !

"Mackie"

"Shannie"

Intelligence and wit personified ...
connoisseur
of collectors' items, she haunts the record shops
... serious, well-balanced ideas ... as an Ec. major,
keen knowledge
and awareness of national and
international affairs ... her imitations are the life
of every party ... summer sojourns at the farm in
Newport ...
priceless facial expressions ...
a
delightful tinge of the sarcastic
sees the inconsistencies of human nature
all-year-round
wearer of white sweaters ... sure to succeed.

Sharon McLean
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Barbara Belle Mead
Artistic creations ... "Don't you understand my
painting?" ... "Toni" ... "But haven't you ever
heard of Rockville?".
. work done weeks ahead
of time ... "Oh, how stupid!" ... Miss Snider's
girl Friday ... oh, those eight o'clock classes.
"I won't be here this weekend" ... "Didja hear,
Brown won the game!" ...
understanding
and
considerate ... "But kids, I'm not sure yet" ...
an amused laugh with bouncing shoulders ... that
animated eyebrow ... after-dinner bridge.

"Bobbilt

Binghamton's gift to Greenwich Village
wonderful mixture of whimsey and wisdom
friendliness personified ... imperturbable
... inveterate
fabricator ...
devoted friend of "Winnie-therPooh" and "Stuart
was a Russian"
strong right arm
laundry box?"

Little" ...
"My grandfather
a keen sense of humor and a
"Meager, will you mail my
procrastinator
extraordinaire

... "WHEN am I going to get my government
done?".
. political harangues ... morale booster
independent

and unforgettable.

Mary Alice Meagher

III

,

Rhoda Meltzer
. I youthfulness
... strains of pure poetry
L'it t Ie-glr
merry peaks and deep blues ...
"When we
Iilve d III
i Bonne"
ay
. . . knows everyone on the. east
-ru be In the
affinity for interns ...
coast ...
Iibrurv"
and antipathies
1 rary
.. , intense sympathies
... flashes of wit
ace marriage counselor
.
"I have a feeling"
double-jointed
antics
.
-oi, for a sylph-like figure" ... snap '0 sparkle
...

shades of pink

blushes

...

pertness

personified.

"Rodi"

".flips"

"Ask Kips"
our confidante ...
coffee with
Tom and Jerry
hair styling by Mershon ...
dry wit but an explosive laugh ... "Dorset, wake
me at 7: 15-and please be cheerful" ... animated
eyebrows ... girl with the model's figure and the
designer's taste ...
caught between two wave
lengths in the Physics lab ...
"But we must be
logical"
unassuming brilliance; clarity of
purpose
the alien star in our Democratic firmament
serene, sincere, and very special.

Lydia Marion Mershon
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Barbara Joan Miller
Sparkle and leadership from the nation's capitol
· .. first lady of the Shwiffs, second lady of Stu G
· .. those indefinite weekends ... "Satchel" full of
comedy
English major with special interest
in letters
that morning after insomnia look
· .. "But I HAVE to pUt it up" ... unassuming
· .. her room, community center .. , the unmistakable walk ... "Got to run, another meeting"
· .. irresistabie smile ; . the wee one wi th poise
and personality, our very special Bobby.

"Murph"

"Buhhy"

Wild Irish Rose,

..

brings

gloom

down

to the

minimum ... can't help singing ...
Torrington
sounds like MORE fun ... men all over the doorstep ...
"Kids, I have an eleven on Saturday
AGAIN!" ...
mischievous sense of humor ...
"Norma, will you cut my hair?" ...
everything
at the last minute
loves excitement

you should see her pack ...
hates to go to bed, hates

more to get up

friendship

warm

and true.

Maureen Therese Murphy
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Mary Susan Nankarvis
Quiet, intense loveliness ...
from the sensible competance

flighty deviations
that

makes her a

successful Auerbach
and an efficient C-Book editor ...
breathless arrivals from Detroit.
, . a
magnetic effect on the other sex ... roses, handkerchiefs, jewelry ... New London shopping tours
that result in a bevy of packages dumped helterskelrer on the bed ... aristocratic cigarettes ...
other people come first ... the oddest sitting positions ...
distaste for the snack bar ... pensive.

"Sus"

"Phyl"

Broad A's and a Bostonian outlook ... ever shrinking hair ...
enviable disposition with a joie de
vivre ... active supporter of college activities ...
a sense of drive in Soc. as well as in golf ... taste
for style ...
advertising manager par excellence
... charter member Snack Bar Coffee Club
off
key canary ... many friends in many places
a
desired listener ... easy to know and appreciate.

Phyllis Jean Nectow
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Suzanne Brenner Geller
Only person who ever had a valid reason to miss
amalgo ... romance from a first floor window
.
married to a man she can really look up to
.
house full of cats, dogs, and turtles ... easy going
amiability ...
New York, New Haven, New
Rochelle, New York, and Madison ... why walk
to music? go the Geller convertible
way ..
lip in the clouds..
fond of tennis, skiing and
indoor sports as well ... majors in paint brush and
easel.

"Lnu"

"Sue"

A devotee of after-dinner bridge games and Wesleyan weekends
has perfected
early morning
possum traits
one of Mrs. Wessel's ardent
disciples
a stately beauty, but don't let that
fool you
music?"

"I can't work now-how
about some
knits enough socks to keep a centipede

well clad
though she relishes cutting up polliwogs, she's not hard hearted and has a friendly
smile for everyone.

Mary Lou Brainard Newbury
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Marilyn Nibecker
"Hey kids, it's hysterical!"
... blonde, petite, and
vivacious ... holds up the melody in the Double
Octet ... never a dull moment ... 14 hours sleep
per day, and all the food you can eat ... generous
and considerate
...
always has a good tale from
the college nursery
talks with her hands and
special sound effects
capably disorganized ...
hair cutter supreme
lives in Ph illy, but her
heart belongs to Chicago.

"Lyn"

"Iluhhlu"

A Spanish devotee from Holyoke with memories
of that summer in Mexico ... "Let's get out of
our ruts." ... Honors March 17th all year round
· .. has an inherent Irish wit for every situation
· .. the perfect Santa Claus ... organization plus
· .. "Everything's
under control."
always
helpful, willing, and everybody's friend
"I'm
just exercising my right:' ... a reserved girl, but
well worth knowing ... that's B. A. N.

Barbara Ann Norton
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Nancy Noyes
Sentimental
princess with engaging femininity
...
cakes and flowers from \'V'estport ... dream
problems for Freud
. "But she has a beautiful
soul" ...
appreciator of the Irish Potato.
strange concoctions-and
she does like sugar in
her coffee ... "He was immature but real sweet"
ingenious entrepreneur,
this summer-mother
of fourteen ... spicy naivere ... qualifications for
literary guild reviewer ... halo of blondeness with
crinkling

blue eyes.

"Dz"

"Noysie"

The gal that made Milwaukee famous ...
clear
green eyes peering owl-like under very hornrimmed glasses
., Purdue and Sturgeon Bay
recitals
deft fingers that tell a story while she
talks
artistic interests that coincide with a
passion for study with a radio ... rollicking tales
of my father and Billie Beerbauer, punctuated by
frequent superlatives .,
a gasping laugh and
enviable dimples almost always in evidence
red flowered slippers under the john door.

Sally Osman
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Josephine Mary Parisi
Warm and eager ... loves everything she does ...
isn't it exciting!"
affectionate and sensi-

-os,

tive ... radiant eyes
intense interest in people
...
president of Italian Club and vice-president
of the Commuters'
Club
that nice ride to and
from Niantic every day
hold it, Jo ... enthusiastic about practice teaching-c-c'Know what
I told the kids today?" ... imaginative,
.. is she
is or is she isn't a Psych major?

"Jo"

"Parse"

Slow and easy with a Marblehead twang ... the
people's choice ... "Do you know anyone at Harvard?"
Cute crew cut ... shines behind footlights
iron in every political fire ... early bird
... "That class is simply a waste of time" ... tall
stories with a straight face ...
infectious good
humor ... "Oh, that'll be terrific" ... ambitions
for greater intellect ... official correspondent ...
"I think I'm getting too thin" .... versatility and
vitality.

Estella Parsons
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Ann Vera Perryman
"That's a good poind" ... get her laughing and
she'll have a tizzy ... "There ain't nothing that
I keer to choose to tell" ... a touch of England
from Scarsdale ... when winter comes, can spring
be far behind?
. "From the historical viewpomt
. a Coast Guard tradition ... never an
unkind word ... on the playful side, bouncing and
bubbling; yet on the serious side, earnest and reliable ... Semper Paratus ... one touch of Perry.

"Mur:"

"Perry"

Belle of Vinal ... Child Development major who
still sings the praises of Camp Bueno " .. wingtipped imagination
that lends itself to wildly
pitched tales
you listen with scepticism, laugh
with abandon
Wig and Candle and Al jolson
claim her. , . sensitive observation of othersbeware her imitative moods ... never knew what
the Government
book looked like ... baby fingers
...
unobtrusively
sweet ...
are there more like
you in New Jersey?

Muriel Haviland Phipps
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Jean P. Pierce
"Jeanie with the light brown hair", fresl~ness a,nd
unsophistication
...
disciple of eCOn0111lCS, with
contortionist
study positions ...
proud defender
of Ohio's name and staunch Connecticut supportdefini te weaknesses for back sera tching,
rer ...
fresh strawberry
sundaes and any crazy idea ..
"Is he worth spending my money on?" ... quiet
for five minutes, noisy for ten ...
"I didn't feel
like working"
...
"Let's brew some coffee" ...
a true friend with real character ...
a perfect
roommate.

"Piercy"

"Martie"

Norfolk belle with southern drawl ... "This summer at Virginia Beach" ...
Soc. second only to
bridge ... odd moments spent in listening to soft
music or Sports via the air waves ... gay, but conscientious ... "I was just coming in to ask you"
...
those dreamy blue eyes, the envy of all .
that straight from Fifth Avenue look
"But if
I leave on Thursday for Atlanta"
"right
much" socialibility ... calm assurance, thoughtfulness, Warm sincerity ... always in our hearts.

Margaret S. Portlock
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Elizabeth A. Ramsden
Typically tweedy with sunny hair and a temperament to match ... argyle assembly line ... uncanny faculty for silex-smashing and fuse-blow109 ... the original helping hand ... wheelchair
wonder ...
Jersey girl with a California complexion .. , our efficient if confused house president ... dream child in an Economic world
concentration
in an uproar ... cheese dreams ...
"What's up, doc?" ... cigarettes and coffee around
the clock ... fascination for flicks ... refreshing
naturalness.

"Ennnie"

"Liz"

Patience is her virtue
I'll bid 'eagles'"
... "Let's hitch-hike

... "Let's play bridge ...
memory like an elephant's
to Boston, remember?"
...

"Someday he'll come along" ... her Chern problems never come out right, but she always gets
A's ...
'Til put the cleck ACROSS the room
tonight" ... "Guess I'll knit a sweater, hmm, the
last one took a yea r !" ... big blue eyes that
sparkle, along with her sense of humor.

Constance E. Raymond
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Janet Brown Reed
Our domesticated
intellectual
...
a l<l,lis~,ing link
senior year ... French chanteuse.
.. A papers,
concocted from 3:00-5:00 A. M ....
"I pity all
you girls-but
then everybody wants to marry
CI au de"
Bach and the essence of truth,
..
e ...
"The eighteenth century - why that's current
"My paunchy husband" ... "-and
new s]"
....
we'll have wine every night" ...
"Let's discuss
trends, Laura"
"You've got to play the game,
you know"
petite, piquant, and disarmingly
quixotic.

"Brownie"

"Begot"
EI Paso delegate to the tri-fernira te ... specializes
in English and everything from lovely queens to
middle-aged zanies, .. "Kids, this is hysterical!"
... chaise-lounge addict from seven to seven ...
"This Christmas I'm going to be medieval!" .
Mrs. Ray's joy in dramatic interp
"Real mink
and only twelve bucks postpaid"
inspiration
for the life class ... "How can you feel like Louis
the sixteenth
when you're stark naked?" ...
charming head of Wig and Candle ... failure at
catching brass rings but Regot never fails to catch
the point.

Janet M. Regottaz
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Jane L. Richard
"Oh, orchids!" ... "Where's my little Mes?" ...
zoology for sake of psych ... "Cincinnati,
Ohio;
that's the city for my dough!" ... that mailbox
sickness ... unique wit ... alert mind ... "Come
play with me while I clean up my room"
vivacious charm that gets 'em
"Mine has no
coordination"
.. , Thames gem
"You intoxicate my soul with your eyes" ... tennis enthusiast
... "But the Reds are only in seventh place!"

"Jan"

"Janie"

Fairfield and the Hunt Club ... a new man at the
drop of a hat ... "Where are my cigarettes?"
.
forms friendships easily ... "I'm going mad!"
.
conferences with Dr. Destlcr
spontaneity and
sparkle
beautiful hands
papers in the wee
A. M
, summer school and an Ocean Beach
tan
"Come on in and talk to me" ... soprano
in the bathtub ... "But he's got such a beautiful
horse!"

...

genuine

enthusiasm

and intelligence.

Janice E. Roberts
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Helen Robinson
Infectious
laughter and blue eyes char light up
her whole face
quiet type, just try to get an
edge in word wise
"The week-end was terrific!"
... clinches with a new twist ... charter member
of Around the Clock Coffee Club ... Jim, Jim,
and more Jim ...
"Clinton,
you know, halfway
between New London and New Haven" ...
"Who'll be a fourth for bridge?" ... fun to be
with ... supports the NYNH&H from New London to Providence ... "Yipp y skippy" ... Hartford, G. Fox, and the Hillcrest

...

a good gal to

know.

"Jo"

"1 have no sense of time" .. , midnight cram for
a morning exam ... integration or disintegration
according to jo's four year master schedule
.
goodbye N ew York, California here I come
.
built-in
bookcases (my wonderful
cousinl ),
kitchen facilities for an insatiable appetite,
..
radio scripts galore ...
Brahms' First, fourth
movement, last record, ad infinitum
"If you
can't be smart, you'd better be lucky"
philosophy for the lowbrow, or Plato was never like this.

Joanne Roburn
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1
Gretchen Schafer
Cool, direct thinking.
. literary excellence and
responsible
leadership combined
to produce
an
efficient QUARTERLY editor ... flights of imagination, culminating
in swiftly written poetry,
sometimes a play ...
smoke-filled
den adorned
with Picasso, scattered
with records by Nelly
Lecher, and Shakespeare ... ever-increasing stock
of jokes repeated with quiet glee at dinner ..
Hartford
weekends
rehearsals, rehearsals ...
dramatic future
mysteriously low voice, ..

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
DAY REVIEW

...

complex,

and THE SATURvery worth know-

ing.

"II"

"Greff

Weekender supreme with a flair for the fashionable ... prize-winner
cum laude
lucky in love
... Orange and Black forever
thrives on no
sleep ... "Did I say something funny?" ... two
sundaes every Monday ... eleventh hour interest
in economics ... Spring Lake lass with a FRANK
interest in South Orange ... "But I cut that class
last week!"
a good listener with an easy-going
personality
unconscious humor and thoughtful generosity.

Ellen Schock
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Estelle Markovits Schwartz
\XTeekcnd commuter
to New York and Hal ..
living from a suitcase in between ... "I feel like
a devil" ... a heart full of affection and generosity
... those wonderful boxes of food from home! . , .
knit one, purl two-socks
and sweaters take
shape ... early to bed and early to rise, despite her
economic studies
first to leave our "Perpetual
Miss Society"
November wedding..
very
much missed in Harkness during senior year.

"Markic"

HMes"

"Madal
,
yo,""M" es, an d "Epar'd' ... international
blonde: Lucerne, Milan, Paris ,", . "When she came
bac~, there was a naughty little twinkle in her
eye '" Ivy Leaguer ... Thames Gem ... social
economist ...
Woodbridge, just outside New
Haven ... "He's a true one" ... "The postman
always rings twice" ... years of devotion to Ted
Williams and the Red Sox ... men fall ... quiet
charm ... "Sherman, I'm having an attack!" ...
combination of conformity and independence.

Marilyn .E. Shepherd
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L

Jean A. Sherman

L

"I have a new toy, kids!" ... one of the three faces
· .. rag-bag mind ... "If you don't know it, confuse 'em" ... three A. M. and the title completed
· .. Economics ... Thames Gem ... Capp and
Canitf ...
drenching initiation
in Brussels and
those "real Swiss cvenings"-yodelez-vous,
Erman? ...
"Glastonbury-you
know, where we
raise minces for mincemeat" ... believe-it-or-nor
tales of relatives ... slapstick and subtle humor
· .. Yankee ingenuity ... warmth and wealth of
understanding.

"Shu"

"Sharman"

Self-sufficiency ... strategically
torn blue jeans ...
"Make a decision, Cramer"
...
a well-ordered
mind
that boogie beat ... "You get the fourth,
Jane"
athletic ability that surpasses gym class
attendance ... "Since I have an exam t01TIorrOW,
I'm sure this is a psycho-somatic
ailment" ... 12
hours of sleep every 12 hours
"No orchids to
this" _ .. "Bring me a surprise"
"No air can
get through a shade, Cramer"
sophisticate
from Washington.

Anne M. Shuman
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Joyce Paula Silhavy
Individuality!

. , . "Joycie?

fi ure for a Cape Cod beach

g
along
the NYNH&H
. . . erudite before she
box sickness ... dark
would be better than

Yessie!" ... perfect
...
weekend stops

line. . . "L·
assre, go horne..I"
even got here ... that madeyes ... even New London
Saginaw
Thames Gem

.. , midriff pajamas in January
a par ...
unparalleled
wit
fit into an English major!"

"I'd rather have
"And Greek does

"Juyce"

"Lucky"

A staunch
Clevelander,
enthusiastic
Indian fan,
and advocate
of Conn. College ...
always has
letters to write and a never-empty
mailbox ...
"He's very nice, but ... " ... gifted with a real
zest for living, never missing a chance for fun
and deviltry ... knows the words to every song
... economic studies interrupted nightly by 10:00
o'clock "Coffee Hour" , .. possessor of a rare
combination: tactful candor and deep sympathy
...

tops as a roommate, and the truest of friends.

Lois M. Siller
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Victoria CreweReed Simes
"If I tell one more story without a point!" ...
Lightfoot,
the deer ... unquenchable
good humor
and explosive laughter ... "1 was an eleven month
baby" ... deep understanding
and a heart full of
happiness shared by all ...
"I've got to redeem
myself in the eyes of Miss Mulvey" ... masterpieces of originality spring from the midnight oil
-"The
writhings of a soul in agony" ... generous
and fun-loving.
. "It's a woman's privilege to
change her mind" ...
shipboard romances and
Paris creations.

"Vicky"

A winning personality and a classically beautiful
face ... deep reverence for the pun and all other
sources of mirth ... takes much kidding because
of her imperturbable
good nature, with a graceful
blush .. , RECORD-breaking
time for finishing
assignments ... "Say, what's at the pitchers this
week?" ...
advocate of the casually flung scarf
... she stands firm .. , Service League is indebted
to her. , . a prototype of the perfect Auerbach
major:

wit, charm, and beauty.

Janet Simmons
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Grace Sherman Smith
Con tagious smile ...
sees life through a veil of
laughter ... "Anybody want a genuine, guaranreed-for-two-years,
yellow-bellied,
tropical
ganghi fish?" ... "I just take off my glasses and
I'm in a world of my own"
What's up shporr!"
...
everybody's l'i l buddy
God's CountryCranberry Lake, N. Y ....
Soc. major-our
little
authority on "vice and crime" ... gullibility ...
behind her laughter-loyalty,
complete integrity,
a deep search for the answers.

"Gracie"

"Janht

The United States is composed of Maine and several other provinces ... and, my, she looked well
at a typewriter ... "I live in the goonies" ... cute
smile with one dimple
"I ain't got no money"
... week long weekends
"But, Simes, I've cut
typing seventeen days in a row!" ... the bandanna
kid herself ... "No mail?"
blue-jean queen all
over board for sailing
sympathy and easy
laughter ... we've followed the leader and liked it.

Jane McLane Smith
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Ruth Ilasnlck Snow
Brilliant mind and sensitive soul ... tremendous
reasoning power ... "When I marry Mr. Snow"
...
rare depths of sympathy and understanding
...
trans.Atlan tic telephone calls ...
Trees for
Palestine ...
"It must be in Ricky's room" ...
that broken music box ... mental discipline amid
cyclonic confusion
. "Eddie was such a cute
little boy" ...
Grade A Psych. major..
the
original harried housewife with Freud and food
to worry about ... from Bridgeport to Norwich
with one murmur of an "I do",

"Sunny"

"Ricky"

"Convention be damned!"
.. spons enthusiast
· .. oblivious to time ... incomprehensible
mUffiblings at the breakfast table ... our social-ologisr
· .. spontaneous
laughter and subtle witticisms
· .. "But what's his trouble?" .. , spender sophistication
.. "How scholarly MUST we be?" ...
independence
personified ..
inherent sincerity
and consideration for others ... Florida vacations
and mid-winter
tans ...
"Huh?"
...
complete
composure, forever yielding to spontaneous combustion.

Dorothy Alison SpiveY
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.

Susan Starr
"If you knew Susie" ...
...

-"I've lost my thirst

annual honors and A's
for knowledge!"

secretary
eternal of the college ...
"Onward
Bronxville" ... "But, Miss Dilley is never wrong!"
... infectious giggle and "Let's LD:' ... endless
streams of literary masterpieces ... twenty-four
carrot-top

...

a rich combination

of the light

touch and unusual depth ... Susie's OBSTACLES
TO DEMOCRACY sold for $100 ... hazel eyes
and enchantment ...
the Cowardly Lion.

-

brevity is the soul of wit ...

"Sue"

"Stech"

Unique, independent, her feet on the ground ...
never a dull moment ... twinkling eyes, long legs
... talks your leg off, but funny as a crutch, ..
Psych. major ...
Indian fan, always meeting
someone from Cleveland ...
"Test was a snap,
got an tA' "
camera and flash bulbs find her
name in Kaine
Mickey Mouse in a shower cap
... City Hospital and home-the
core of conversation ...
weekends, picnics, and poison ivy.

Mary Stecher
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Mary Elizabeth Stone
"Save a Jane for seatie!" ...
Zoology field trips
with Tinker..
screwdriver?
ask Stoney.
"Hot Spit!" ... photography
and beautiful colored pictures.
early to bed, early to rise
"A boiled watch never pots" ... turtle shell ashtrays ... waffle iron? ask Stoney ... "Snodie" ...
neatness.
. Mohammed from Longmeadow.
Thames Gem
., "Sornebody's knocking on my
wall" ... blow torch? ask Stoney, .. fainted at
Monte Carlo ... sincerity coupled with complete
frankness.
.

"Taffy"

"Stuuuy'

"Here I go, knocking down partitions again"
.
eternally in a dither-"bur
I can't be blase"
.
official opener of Ocean Beach ... blue-jeans Saturday morning, but a page from Vogue that night
.. "I didn't lead him on, did I?" ... midnight
serenades endured by all ... that inimitable laugh
... pink corduroy pants worn to the last thread
...
mistress of well-meant utterances with ambiguous interpretation
... agile eyes and vibrant
charm.

Mary

Lou

Strassburger
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Sandra Strotz
Tissue paper and moth-flakes
"Now out in Arizona-"

fudge ...
o

••

Hi-O Strotz ...
Sunday morning

"You'll be sick, sick, sick"

New York, Chicago,

Los Angeles

N.B.C.
founder

and president of the Clean-Plate-Club
Economics
Thames Gem
scarf-face ...
Arthur Q.B
busy signal
"It's just marvelous!"
utilitarian
specialized inventions
. . spontaneous laugh
"\V'hat's the scoop?"
...
astounding morning cheerfulness
concerned interest. , . our Strotz.

"Sandy"

"Marge"

"Don't
tell me YOU'VE
heard of Palmerton,
Pennsylvania!"
...
efficiency in the scientific
method makes her an asset to the Physics department
ten o'clock curfews with weekends excepted
perpetual suitor complications ...
diversified musical talents - piano, organ, and
choir ... "Golly day!" her constant exclamation
... has remarkable ability to accomplish the maximum in the minimum of time ... a quiet, congenial gal given to jubilant moments ... a wellrounded personality.

Marjorie Ann Stutz
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Julia Davis Winton
Minnesota hats off to thee ... Republican convention, my boy Stassen
always standing on her
head over History major
frantic calls for help
on weekend packing
our most honorable Ujie,.
Honor Court Judge
downhill schusses, occasional sitzmarks
sailing the Dolphin on the
"waters of Minnetonka" ... oh, that naughty appetite ... "Two years ago tonight, my diary says"
... indispensible to Kaine ... Florida suntans ...
ready humor .. , Juju bebeh, ever diligent, ever
lovable.

"I.yu"

"Judy'

Sincere, affectionate, pleasant, and kind
always
ready to help ... "Going to church?"
"Going
to vespers? you naughty
girls" .. , Oh, I must
reduce!" ... off to New York for the weekend ...
"Goodness, where did I leave it?" ... "So much
work to be done, must drink some coffee tonight."
... music, ballet, singing ... pearls and lavender
water

...

English major from Hong Kong.

Lynette Tan
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Carolyn Wilson Taves
Mr. Toohey's girl Friday ... a voter at last, with
steak and champagne
to celebrate
at Danny Shea's
... "But a botany major isn't supposed to know
the name of EVERY plant!" ... versatility, originality, and consistent good humor ...
"Now in
California-".
. never lets studying interfere
with extra-curricular
activities ... "Lango" collects friends even faster than pennies ...
twinkling eyes and subtle wit ... Chinese rugs, "Woodhue" and Burnt Siena ... "WHO
would read ocher
people's postcards?"

"Lindy"

"Lauranna"

Cincinnati's

biggest

booster

BOARD, not closet" ...

...

"It's

CUP-

bright colors, "Laugh-

rer" perfume, and effervescent chatter
"-YOLI
know" ... Physiology,
a necessary evil
Child
Development
with an eye to the future
too
much to say to bother finishing sentences
foot~all weekends ... gay clothes and a gay personali ry ... organization
plus inspiration
four
years in choir and still a second soprano
fourth
floor dispensary
. my
,
.. . "G uess w h at 1tappened III
organ lesson today!"

Lauranne Thomas
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Geraldine Dana Tisdall
Laughing
eyes and a ready smile, even before
breakfast coffee ... co be found sketching in any
nearby pasture or dancing during Five Arts
Summer School Generals
usually seen in a red
and black Coca-Cola car
pleasant, popular,
and pretty ... a swell gal, full of pep ... Swarthmore will have to get along without her ... here,
she's a welcome neighbor (even though she has a
new name).

"Ju"

,

"Gerrie"

"Joseph"
clothes of many colors, personality
to match
New York poise and sophistication
...
quick-silvered tongue
.. annotated anecdotes of fabulous weekends ... athlete of the art
studio ... medical aft and musical interludes ...
not so hot in heat and light, but she sets the rifle
range afire ...
we'll miss our Jo when Europe

)

claims the advance guard of '50.

Joanne Ruth Tour
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Dorset Townley
Lovable and laughable
...
our philosophical filly
... "Didn't anyone see the beautiful sunrise this
rnorning P" ... all manner of blocs and blocks ...
that well-scrubbed look ... a New York summer
that Kips will never forget ...
the Kansas City
Independent
... she has a "voice like the voice of
angels"
tell-tale
eyes and Bruegel sense of
humor
her Eine Kleine Nachcrnusik ... that
quizzical
look ...
genuine joie de vivre coupled
with warmth and sincerity.

"Dors"

"Ilnrhia''

''I'm sure I flunked!" ...
and she gets an A ...
spores enthusiast par excellence
"But you can
always

use an English

major"

spelling

in

rhythm, it Sche-nec-ta-dy
... nothing done, unless well ... an unforgettable
chuckle unleased on
rare occasions ... "Chaucer and I have LITTLE
in cornmon .I" '"
Iett ers f rom J ac Ic ... slncenty
..

and loyalty

are the stars she steers by.

Barbara Trench
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Joan Underwood
A way with children and with us
athletic ...
"Flattery will get you nowhere"
T is for
Tower Hill ... helpful and hospitable
salesman
for Dupont on C. C. campus ...
her collegiate
mother, .. "Sure I'll type your paper"
the
small room at the top of the stairs ...
"Can I
wear heels?"
quips on cue ... "excelerating"
at Cornell
gray and dubonnet
genuinely
warm

and good na tured.

"Dulch"

"Uudy"

An Auerbach major who is the personification of
punctuality
and orderliness
yearly loses the
prerogative to quiet others
pet peeves: New
Jersey mosquitoes and Pennsy trains ... "This is
NOT on my schedule" ... her bark is worse than
her bite ... takes prizes in shoe shining but never
won a spelling bee ...
threatens to wear orange
each March 17th to disconcert her four-year
roommate, Nort ... a considerate, sincere friend,
always willing

to

do more than her part.

Gretchen Mary Van Syckle
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Marilyn P. Viets
House economist ... "Anybody want to go to the
movies?" ...
Marilyn's and Jim's Dream House
... Rudolph's best customer ... the long and the
short of it ... no more desserts-starring
tomorrow
supports the Short Line ...
subtle sarcasm
how to attend vacations and enjoy
school

co-nplere

equanimity

...

charming

smile.

"Marilyn"

"Walkie"

The Scotch lassie with the French beret ... new
love every month till senior year ... pagan indulgences ... "Yeah, yeah, I'll get up soon" ... music
personified ... bureau in the closet ... Bohemian
living ... that chaotic room ... Marion and her
magic violin ...
serenades from Holmes to E.A .
. . . a different philosophy every week ... creative
genius
never eats, lives on tea ... Typewriter
Trojan
"Rings on her fingers, bells on her
toes, she shall make music wherever she goes" ...
the unpredictable
\'Walker ... tempest in a teapot.

Marion 1. Walker
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Emmy Lou Walsh
Every day is St. Patrick's
Day to the "smiling
Irishman" ...
wears gray with a flair ... "You
mean they serve breakfast before 8:15?" ...
rhymed
telegrams
to and from New Haven
... "ahders" for Christmas, argyles at Easter
.
"Bridge-a?"
..
survey approach to Soc
.
"\VEST Hartford,
please" ...
practical idealism
and per femininity.
. the 21 Club at last! ..
pink nightshirts and patched blue-jeans ... puckish personality ... the One and Only-c-VMagoo".

"Pnqqy"

"Emmy"

"Anyone want to go to the beach?" ... infectious
giggle with a blush to match ...
"Please don't
mock my smock" ... New York bookshops' best
customer

...

twelve

year old author

MONTHS TO LIVE ...

of THREE

"Let me read this

to

you" ... puns Shakespeare wouldn't acknowledge
... "Listen, I can get WQXR"
. , . letters E. E.
Cummings style ...
"Do you think I'm getting
bald?" ... "He's just my Bill" ... "Columbia, the
gem of my devotion".

Peggy Walzer
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Barbara Jane Warren
Ashtabula's
ardent advocate
popcorn and
fudge cooking at all hours
the kids at the
Nursery School ...
hospitable
sympathetic
... those worn out blue slippers
''I'm just not
college material" ...
comfortable
easy chair.
making faces ... knitting
in her spare time ...
Cornell is in her blood ... "How do you do, I'm
Warren" ... loafer-like rubbers ... "What is your
big fat trouble?" ...
"There
. composed and congenial.

goes a Plymouth!"

"Barh"

"Alice"

"My Ian d.'" . .. a catching laugh ...
my
hairI cut. I" . .. mue h of the
•
COI~muter picnics rests with Alice
and m rerrt ... spends spare hours at
and local kindergartens
...
loves

"I don't want
success of the
... purposeful
nursery school
working with

children . " sh·'·
e P' es up qurce a score on t h e
archery
conge
.
.
'
. . . eve r I ascmg
menu-p 1·
annmg
.
drives over from the other side of the river
.
try and keep her sisters straight! ... for a Biblical
reference, ask Alice.

Alice Watrous
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Marilyn Althea Watson
The girl without a first name
Semper Sir
Charles ... Larchmont weekends
"Kids, what
movie should we get this week?" , .. grins like a
Cheshire cat, laughs like a train whistle ... early
morning showers..
mass-production
typing on
psychology term paper ...
master of snappy(?)
repartee .. , we envy that even disposition ...
"Thaaanks!"
... lovely alto voice ... conscientiousness ...
she knows where she's going.

"Ann"

"Watson"

Philadelphia's
Main Line and the Paoli Local. , .
snow-bound
shoe showed up in spring
"What
a boring course, no knitting
allowed"
the
constant nymph ... music is a must in her life"For Sentimental Reasons" ... only History major
who threw away her 1-2 notes. , . coffee anytime
... sculptured
temperamental

hands, Dietrich legs ... pleasingly
...
soft lights, Manhattans,
and

Chane! No. 5.

Ann Trew Webb
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Jeanne Marie Webber
A Jon Whitcomb drawing ... "I must wrap these
chairs and mail them to Andy" ... cable-stitched
sweaters ...
wide-eyed
belief in the unbelievable
... "It's mawdern" ... cross campus cramming
... "My ear was showing all evening" ... poor
Jeannie one-note ... "I have to wear dark glasses
since I've cut my bangs" ... psychic bidding
.
from blue-jeaned
naivete to red high heels
.
effortless, efficient manager of NEWS..
Innumerable charms and an ever helpful hand.

"Jeanne"

"Mil die"

Friendly,

fun,

and frivolous,

the gal who cries

when she laughs, and laughs all the time ... the
porten cious, pink pig named Clover, stolen from
Lord and Taylor's neal' Scarsdale ... coffee drinker
and buyer of doughnuts
...
weekend habit of
packing while the taxi waits, the cause of her
friends' gray hair. : . fun to know, a true friend,
and a gal who makes troubles seem small-we're
lucky to have her as president of Student Government.

Mildred Hunt Weber
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Helen J ana W ettach
Miss Winnie

...

U\X1here's

Piglet?"

...

bell-like

laugh ... "Hache joca" ... Tippecanoe and Wetbutt toO ••. true sincerity and friends abounding
· .. "But he's such a curies!" ... Thames Gem ...
"And it goes with my yellow coat" ...
"The
wardrobe mistress wants to see yOLl, MissWettach"
· .. Alfred the bear ... "Don't forget your soap!"
· .. "Needless to say"
"Chapel Hill's in
NORTH
Carolina!"
"I'm reading this to
supplement

my History"

...

priceless, knee-

slapping humor.

"Sally"

"H.J."

Grosse Pointe papers for home town news ... Ivy
League weekends, then that ski trip to Vermont,
now a monogram change in June. , . skillful and
spirited organization,
to wit: Saber and Spur,
Double Octet, that line-up at competitive sing ...
nightly wish on a star with King Cole mood music
· .. sports enthusiast from sailing to that Maryland Hunt Cup
an Ec. major with special
interest in law
tiny and terrific, dark and
dynamic

...

our gal Sal.

Sarah Booth Whitehead
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Margaret F. Whittemore
Beautiful hair, artistic talent,
.. "He's such a
SWEET boy!" ... Hot Springs vacation and one
dozen roses ... "This is really THE one!"
history wizard with a yen for the Orient
"I'm
an aunt again, kiddies!" ... restless feet on weekends ...

...

green, bell-like raincoat,

going to Holmes

always behind schedule ...

"But ALL the

people in Elizabeth

are discombobulated"

nate ability to bring forth a laugh ...
sparkles in "cocker spaniel" eyes.

...

in-

warmth

UMargic"

"Nealy"

Sole protector of Wilde life ... gay banterer ...
for she wears a pair of white shoes ... reciprocal
trade of wit and humor ... tear dropper ... comment on European gems, "Boy, these sure would
make a big sparkle in West Hartford"
.. , cosmopolite
. . . copious clothes straight from
VOGUE, but "I don't have a thing" ... elfin ...
"Take that zipper off your mouth, Neal. We know
you weren't here all weekend" ... Lust for Life.

Cornelia Wilde
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Catharine Louise Wilder
Torchy
quiet humor ... "H.]., come scratch
my back"
sporadic and intense enthusiasm ...
horses, horses, horses ... Thames Gem ... Ec. and
a hockey stick ... neatness personified, efficiency
plus
Kitchy-Koo
...
"Sweet dreams to you
all"
lady-like, but watch that half-nelsonl !
...
Wilder-by-the-sea
in Old Greenwich ...
stunning and stylish ...
"Would anyone like a
piece of candy?" ... beautiful auburn hair.

"Kilty Lou"

New Haven born and bred ... an English major
with a penchant for journalism
quiet and sincere ... blue eyes opened wide
everything on
schedule ... an infectious laugh on an ascending
scale
.. Herman jokes with a convincing lisp
... railway trips to home and Jimmy ... "Don't
tell me it's for my own good!" ... good looks by
any standard ... managing editor of NEWS ...
calm, untroubled

waters.

Clare T. Willard
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Betty Ruth Williams
"Speed"-CllZ she's so slow ...
naive sophistica.
Morpheus
triumphs
over
knowledge ...
tIOn •..
"Somebody tell me to leave" .. Williams' originals
for nighrwear
.. "ma'am?"
...
TIME in her
hands, its choicest bits on her lips ... "But, you
all, I don't have an accent" ...
sensitivity for
other's feelings ... north of the border, down El
Paso way ... Spanish with spontaneity ... shuffling to the shower
"Okeh, Pancho" ...

.. strict fruicitarian .
sincere thoughtfulness.

·Speed"

liE. Ann"

Ithaca claims her home and heart ... "The Tailored Woman"
the little things, so important,
never forgotten
always On hand with an infallible Dr. Wilson remedy ...
cause of the light
burning in the Ec. seminar room during exams
· .. quick to make up her mind, especially about
plans for June ...
"Must tell the troops" ...
bullerhead in shower cap ... avid airway advocate
· .. vocabulary extraordinaire;
handwriting pretty rare ... sophistication plus wholehearted generosity and thoughtfulness.

Elizabeth Ann Wilson
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Sybil Wyzan
"But I'm NOT from New London, I'm from
Hartford!"
...
wonderful
sense of humor ...
gifted tongue, genius for English ...
creates in
the wee hours ... "J ust ask me anything" ... "I

read alot" ..

NEW YORKER doesn't know

what it's missing!
holds the key to friendship
· .. just love this gal
baby-sitter extraordinaire
· .. her thirteen men
meditates and correlates
· .. LeZarde and Wyzan-the
long and short
of it ...

everybody's

honey.

"Earlie"

"Syb"

Gone military in a miniature way ... that sleek
look
pictures of P-roy, the "Point", and Peekskill
considerate ... long distance phone calls
from the Lone Star State ...
;'Hey kids!" ...
continual weekend taxi trips to \Vest Point, climaxed by June Week announceme-nt ... p-ractical
... "He's such a cutie!" ... bi-lingual blonde
.
sudden domesticity ... swimming 'instructor'
.
generous ... feet on the ground, but heart in the
clouds.

Carol T. Young
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ADVERTISING
PHYLLIS

NECTOW,

STAFF

Advertising Manager

FRANCES ADAMS

DOROTHY

BARBARA AYERS

SANDRA STROTZ

SARAH BLAISDELL

JOAN UNDERWOOD

SARA HOW

GRETCHEN

ELIZABETH

HUNTER

SPIVEY

VAN SYCKLE

ELIZABETH ANN

III

WILSON

-_mmnu_~--:-~----'fJ

�l-

The NOT SO MAD
HATTER
No fTI he1

He goes for ~al~of's

Ice Cream ij a BIG WAY.
Crea

It

IS

Delicious

the Best Ice

r..4F:~~ffi!!~r.;~

," he says.

~~b---

You buy some, at nearby stores.

MALoOF'S

DELICIOUS

ICE CREAM

Maloofis Ice Cream Co. - 372 Bank St.
NEW

LONDON

FINEST UNDER THE SUN -

Since 1903

Keeping Up With Current
Events
An Essential of Education

THE CHAPPELL
ND LUMBER CO.

TH E DAY
"YOUR

CAL-LUMBER

Provides

NEWSPAPER"

reading on an international and
national scale.

Delivered on Campus

BUlL INd MATERIALS
Sher in-,-illiams Paints
258 BLk

GOOD EVENING

current

Est.

Tel.

1907

5868

Street

C!Il1l1futilll1rrll al111Cllatrrrrll

N W LONDON, CONN.

Luncheons - Afternoon Teas
Cocktails - Dinners
Birthday Cakes
"Connecticut's"
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Best Loved Tradition

eii-------------------~
C. & L. RADIO SERVICE

DESIGNERS

TEL. 4633

14 CHURCH ST.

OF THE OFFICIAL

We Make Repairs On:
Record Players - Home Radios
Car Radios
We carry General Electric,

SIDNEY'S

EMBLEMS

FOR THE CONNECTICUT
COLLEGE FOR WOMEN

Sonora and

The gift book will be sent upon request, illu-

Motorola Radios and Hobby Supplies

COMPLIMENTS

AND MAKERS

strated in color gifts for all occasions

OF

HOME

CENTER

29 CHURCH STREET
1218 Chestnut Street

Furniture

Philadelphia

and Home Accessories

SHU-FIX

CO.

EDWIN KEENEY CO.

FROM
HEEL
TO

STATIONERY
TOE
WE

Shoes rejuvenated
Unexcelled workmanship
Prompt service
Large assortment of
shoe accessories

GREETING
FIX

CARDS

15 Main Street, New London

IT
11 Main Street

COMPLIMENTS
COMPLIMENTS

OF

OF

Singer Sewing Machine Co.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hillman
25 Main Street

1l!I~

_

~
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New London
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Gifts for Mom, Sis, and Pop at

CORRA BROS.

~. e. B~

WHOLESALE

JEWELER

FRUIT A D VEGETABLES

Agency for Hamilton and Wakmann
.
Watches

314 Bank Street
NE
LONDON, CONN.

Telephone 3536

Tel. 300 - 4309

NEW

106 State Street
LONDON

THE ST LE SHOP
128 State Street

CARROLL'S

College Sportswear

CUT RATE PERFUMER
Exclusive with us:
158 State Street

Garland Sweaters
Jantzen Beachwear

New London

STARR BROS., INC.
Your Rexall Drug Store

"We can buy everything- we need at
Starr's - cigarettes,
cosmetics, films, anything !"

Anyday, anytime - We'll Cash Your Checks
Two free deliveries to the dorms daliy
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POCKET liGHTERS
$3. to $175,·
Engroving $1
.1'1us fu
odditional.
solid Gclr' Sl.rling or
~.ses onl~.

ppPf/
TABLE MODEL

$10.

WINDPROOF LIGHTER

Engraving $1
additianal.

ZIP

PO

, P A.
OMPANY
• BRADFORD
MAN UFA
__
C..:...T
-=U.::R~I!..2N~G~C~~!1~!..':""~~!.!;,,2..!J!...U

PERRY AND STONE, INC.

THE SPORT SHOP

JEWELERS

C~-/I~

296 State Street

302 State Street

Telephone 59~1

Your Favorite

The Harper Method Shop
40RETTA

Fresh

FRAY

Treatments
HarperCOL

1

- Scalp Treatments

Hand Treatments
PERMANENT

Fruits

and Snacks Galore

BElT BROS SUPERMARKET

- Skin

- Marcelling
WAVING

Corner Main and Masonic Streets
NEW LONDON

HAIR CUTTING

CbMPLIMENTS

Phone

OF

IT ALlAN

and AMERICAN

I

CUISINE

Home-Style
52 Truman Street
Phone:

i7 Masonic Street
INEW LONDON

I

9014

DANTE'S

SULlIV~N
PRINTING
COMPANY

C I MPLIMENTS

Food Shopping Store
- Vegetables - Groceries

Dairys

310 Dewart Bldg. - 302 State se., New London, Conn.
Telephone 3503

Shampooing

SINCE 1865

5805

P.S. Try a C. C. Special Dessert
IF YOU

OF

HAVE

IT

TO

WE'LL
STORE

IT
Woodbridge rreet

GARDNER'S
STORAGE

New London

~~~-_:_-~~'-
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01 1950

*ll's no Jabberwocky - it's the Class of 1950's good
wishes to The Seniors.

~~~----------------~
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Each College Year Brings Us To

COURTESY DRUG STORES

BRATER'S

"All That The Name Implies"
119 State Street

Where We Find

Tel. 3857

Cards for all Occasions
Accessories for Our New Clothes
Furnishings for Our Rooms

Complete Line Of

DRUGS

TOILETRIES

PRESCRIPTIONS

SUNDRIES

CIGARETTES,
+

+

253 State Street

New London

ETC.
+

PENDLETON'S

ESSO

Agency lines:
Elizabeth Arden - Faberge

SERVICENTER

- Rubenstein

Coty • Revlon - Dorothy Gray - Milkmaid

+

+

CHECKS CASHED
DAILY

Streets

Opposite Court House

CHARGE
FREE

Church and Huntington

+
ACCOUNTS

New London, Connecticut

DELIVERY

THE LIGHTHOUSE INN
"THE INN OF HOSPITALITY"

The finest in dining, dancing,
entertainment and atmosphere

Lower Boulevard, New London

Phone 4331

.I~--------------181
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MARKOFFIS

1490 kc.
99.5 me.

WNLC
WNLC-FM

230 STATE

1. MILLER SHOES
DE LISO DEBS
JOYCE CASUALS
and
ACCESSORIES

The Mutual Broadcasting

I
NeT

System

'T'

Connecticut

EMMA'S

E.JOH~~~~:"}3'0RIST
OCEAN AVENUE

GREENHOUSES

Complete

BEAUTY SHOP

Line of Beauty Culture and

Member of T. D. S.
369 Ocean Avenue

STREET

Cosmetics
Dial 7665

Phone 9687

90 Ocean Avenue

Near Lawrence Hospital
NEW LONDON

NEW LONDON, CONN.

I

Your Mutual Savings Bank

MICHAEL'S
NEW

Member of the Savings Banks Deposit

DAIRY

Guaranty

Fund of Conn., Inc.

THE SAVINGS BANK

,-,OND(])N, CONNECTICUT

OF NEW LONDON
63 Main Street
New London

fhe

.L,

Plan

ROYAL

Stude' t AC~dent Insurance
r.,

JEVVELERS

URENCE B. McEWEN
52 State Street

Dewart Building

New London
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New London
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It's Always Gay With Danny Shea
Golden Street

New London

i\1~-----------------!&
18 J

SNOW'S
WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP
Established

1860

SHOES

China, Glass, Silver, Lamps
Costume Jewelry and Parker

• SADDLE

Pens

FOR WOMEN
SHOES BY BASS

• P. F. GYM SHOES BY GOODRICH
State & Green Streets

New London, Conn.

Telephone;

3522

237 State Street

BOSTON

CANDY

MARVEL SHOP
129 State Street

THE

• Bedspreads
• Drapes

KITCHEN
• Rugs

L
Linrrie

1 Hose

•

190 State

Pillows

Street

New London

- Undies

I

MILL END
SHOP
I

BURR-MITCHELL CO.

20 Bank Street

Evellything in yard goods
• Cotton
• Si k
• Woolens
• Drapery Fabrics
Best In quality, style, price

I

Telephone;

WHOLESALE

TOBACCO

CONFECTIONERS
334 Bank Street

8304

Phone;

--LEQPOLD
FiELIDSTEIN
S~EATElRS

CIGARETTES

4966

The Agnes M. Rogers Shop
MILLINERY

- SKIRTS

SWIMSUITS

Tel. 6193

235 THAYER STREET
PROVIDENCE

& ACCESSORIES
311 State Street

New London, Conn.
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B. ALTMAN & (;0.
FIFTH

NEW

AVENUE

YORK

Three times a year
Altman's comes to C. C.

ALTMAN~S COLLEGE SHOP
... BRINGS YOU EVERYTHING
TO

BEE AND

FORMALS.

WE'LL

SEE

YOU

-

THISTLE INN
Lyme 388

Old Lyme. Conn.

FROM NIGHTSHIRTS

Delightful place for

A vacation, a weekend,
a honeymoon, or just a meal!

VERY

SOON.

DRESSES
-COATS
- SUITS
-FORMALS
- RAINWEAR

BERNARDS

Recommended in "Adventures in Good
Eating" by Duncan Hines

253 State Street

THE

COMPLIMENTS

OF

COLLEGE DINER
Fine Foods
Tel. 2-4516

m~

Choice Liquors

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Joffe

426 Williams St.

~
185
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_________
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~She's "sure" of the best in drycleaning,
are you?

Send your clothes to

THE SHAlETT CLEANING

AND

DYEING

COMPANY
2-6 MONTAUK AVENUE

NEW LONDON,

CONN.

~~-----------------i&
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NORWICH

INN

Spacious Norwich Inn provides a perfect setting for your
Saturday night date or for entertaining Mom and Dad.

Banquets

Parties
NORWICH

BERWALD, INC.

RED ROSE RESTAURANT
WING WONG, Mgr.

320 State Street

Chinese and American

Home of Promettes by Radcliffe
Exquisite Handbags

Cooking

The Eating Place Of Pleasant Memory

Hosiery and Scarves

Our

Tel. 2-2619

best advertisements are not written.

14 Main Street

NEW LONDON, CONN.

They're worn!

DEVLIN'S
RINGSIDE RESTAURANT

Modern Corsetry and Fine Lingerie
243 State Street - New London

SIZZLING STEAKS
SPECIALIZING IN SEAFOOD

Exclusive with us in Girdles and Bras
Vassarette - Flexaire - Formfit - Life
Hollywood - Peter Pan - Lily of France

169 Bank Street

VICTORIA

Seamprufe Slips - Kamorse Robes
Joan Kenley Blouses - Sportswear
Beachwear

New London

For Reservations Phone 9738

I~

SHOPPE

--~--------~"""~
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HOWARD JOHNSON'S
Good Food

Good Service
JUST UP THE HILL

931 BANK STREET

NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT

~~------------~-188
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THE NATIONAL

• Mark Cross
Leather

BANK

OF COMMERCE
NEW LONDON

Goods
• Oshkosh

k I

• ~~~:age
Handbags

~~wt~:~~s
__

r

LU

•
HGnoApG~

• Buxton
Wallets

We serve Conn. College Students
through our Commercial and Savings Departments.

Compliments

CROWN
RESTAURANT

Member of Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

Established

Of

1852

83 State Street

The

New London

"The Mechanical Porters"

MARY LORETTA SHOP
Evening Gown Specialty

We Bear The Burdens

All Alterations

AHERN'S CITY TRANSFER

ABBIE CURLEY
85 State Street

2-4992

"Better and More Flowers for Less"
Telephone 2-3892

Night

You'll find exciting sm'pnses

5033

CYNTHIA FLOWER SHOP

MORAN'S SHOE BOX

CORSAGES
PAT. HALEFTIRAS,

Green Street

Mgr.

New London

~~-------~-------88 Broad Street

New London Conn.
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HERE'S LUCK TO '49 ON THEIR NEXT MOVE!
CLASS OF '51

~~--------------190

\fi:---------~--------rlJ
Do You Find It Hard To Find A Good
Meal In Town?

YELLOW CAB TRAIN
SERVICE

PALACE

RESTAURANT

CALL 4321

All Kinds Of American
and Chinese Food

You call us in advance, let us know what
early train you are taking and we will have
a cab there in plenty of time. It's the sure
way to catch that train!

Our Quality and Reasonably Priced Meals
Will Satisfy You. AND-A Meal is A Meal.

Phone 9138

Corner Green and Golden Sts
NEW LONDON

LEO ROCCO, Prop

ROCCO'S BEAUTY

MALLOVE'S

SALON

Complete Beauty Service

Jewelers

Body Massage

Records

85 State Street

74 State Street

New London

Always try

Roberts' Electric Shop

EMIL SEIFERT BAKERY

Records - Radio Players
110 Bank Street

Cakes and Pastries

New London

for Parties,

Telephone 8313
225 Bank Street

Phone 6808

We have a
RADIO SERVICE DEPARTMENT

"New London's Shopping Centre"

THE UNION

BANK

AND TRUST COMPANY
Checking Accounts
Sporting Goods
61 State Street

I~

New London

!!!_--~-------~
123-131 Bank Street

New London
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CHICAGO

HJAHN t Olll ER AGAIN"
A slogan signifying

a service created to

excel in all things pertaining to yearbook
design and engraving.
We have found real satisfaction in pleasing you, the yearbook publisher, as well
as your photographer and your printer.

Jt

HIN g

ot ur s

ENGRAVING

817 W. WASHINGTON BLVD., CHICAGO 7. ILL.
Printed

b;l' the Benton Review Publishing

192

Co., Inc .. Fowler,

Indiana

co.

�------------------l$

WE FELL FOR THE SENIORS!
BEST WISHES FROM THE CLASS OF 152

11~-
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PAINT SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1868

BUDEKE'S
BALTIMORE, MD.

M~--_;;;~~~~
194

INC.

~
I

---------~~
The time has come, little Alice said
To buy so many things
Books and mugs, and birthday cards
Candy, pins, and rings
And Alice gets them all at the

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
BOOKSHOP

FASHION FARMS
COMPLIMENTS

fly

A bit of Madison Ave.,
just off the campus.

1--1 __~

BIRCHALL HAMMER

...
~

Tina Leser
White StagCarolyn Schnurer
Greta Plattry
Rosenfeld

INCORPORATED

LUMBER

Jenkintown
622 Williams Street

tI~-

OF

Pennsylvania

Dial 22920

~~

~
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The Fashion Center of

GREETINGS

Harford, Cann.
+

Wear the
popular
Spalding
"Saddles"

+

+

from a well wisher

Smart two-tone style Oxfords with leather
uppers, plain toe, rubber sales.

WRIGHT

& OITSON

GIRLS SCHOOL AND COLLEGE OUTFITTERS
462 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON, MASS.

The Koine Staff Wishes to Acknowledge
The Co-operation of

GERALDINE ELZIN STUDIO
CROCKER HOUSE

NEW LONDON

~----------------_~"I
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CLASS OF 1949
Adams, Frances..
.
Ahearn, Julia Ann..
Alderman, Hyla Marilyn
Anderson, Elizabeth Louise..
Armstrong, Joan Mary
Ashton, Margaret Susan..
Ayers, Barbara
_

Box 301, Rutland, Vt.
.]324
Hampden Lane, Bethesda 14, Md.
623 Ellsworth Avenue, New Haven, Conn.
.
161 College Street, Middletown, Conn.
54 Day Street, Auburndale, Mass.
-702 West 24th Street, Wilmington, Del.
37 BrentmoorPark,
St. Louis 5, Mo.

Bailey, Joyce Zelda.
Barnes, Edith.
Barnett, Gloria joy.,
Bartlett, Kendall
Bawden, Nan..
Beattie, Carolyn Jane..
Benjamin, Joyce.
Benton, Mary Frances..
Berberian, Miriam.
Berlin, Leona
Blaisdell, Sarah Grant
Blickman, Barbara June
Bohman, Helen Barbara
Bolte, Gertrude Anne
Boylan, Marilyn Janice
Bragg, Elizabeth Ina.
Brainard, Mary Lou
Braley, Janice..
Braun, Lois Zelda..30
Brengle, Helen Jackson..150
Brennan, Mabel Waugh
Brigham, Edith Frances.
Broman, Jane French
Brooks, Mary Bill..
Brown, Violet Louise
Byck, Marjorie Ann..
Callaghan, Janet

526 Ellsworth Avenue, New Haven, Conn.
161 H amI'It on R OJ,d L ancaster, P a.
..
.101 Central Park West, New York, N. Y.
.Tanglewood Hill, Woodbrook, Baltimore 12, Md.
.. 105 Greenwood Avenue, Davenport, Iowa
.
Coleman Road, Cheshire, Conn.
57 Lincoln Avenue, Norwich, Conn.
33 Calhoun Street, Torrington, Conn.
.
435 Salisbury Street, Worcester 5, Mass.
162 Park Avenue, Glencoe, Ill.
160 Jackson Avenue, Bradford I, Pa.
211 Central Park West, New York 24, N. Y.
393 Bonnie Brae Avenue, Rochester 7, N. Y.
23 Abbington Terrace, Glen Rock, N. J.
,..93 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
.
13 Chester Road, Upper Montclair, N. J.
East Street, Middletown, Conn.
..
38 Pleasant Street, Fairhaven, Mass.
West 77th Street, Apt 7e, New York, N. Y.
East nrd Street, New York 21, N. Y.
... 50 North Broadway, White Plains, N. Y.
...... 604 Pollard Park, Williamsburg, Va.
10 Essex Road, Winnetka, Ill.
.. 514 Monroe Avenue, Scranton 10, Pa.
6 Warren Street, Winchester, Mass.
317 South Lincoln Avenue, Elberon, N. J.
212 Davison Place, Englewood, N. J

Carey, Cynthia ..
Carter, Jean Katherine
Cobey, Anne
Cornell, Agnes Hull .
Costa, Elizabeth ..
Cowgill, Barbara Jean
Craigie, Gale Morrison ..
Cramer, Dorothy.
Crapo, Janet C.

Randolph Macon Academy, Front Royal, Va.
.
116 East 68th Street, New York, N. Y.
Pine Orchard, Conn.
...Washington, Conn.
....... 15 Raymond Street, New London, Conn.
70 Brookside Drive, Hamden 14, Conn.
419 D. Street, Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio
.2231 California Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
.....Old Lane Farm, West Jackson Pike, Muncie, Ind.

Dencks, Alexandra Maria.
Dickinson, Jean Glover
Doolittle, Elizabeth Grace.
Downing, Jane Stoughton ..

...

....... Walker Avenue, East Quogue, L. 1., N. Y.
.
22 Mayhew Avenue, Larchmont, N. Y.
.. ..744 S. Washington Streer, Hinsdale, Ill.
1801 Lauderdale Road, Louisville, Ky.
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...........

R. F. D. 1, Sharon, Conn.

Drescher, Dorothy Anna ...
Dube, Ina.
Evans, Dorothy Parsons ..

....175

Fanjoy, Ruth E.
Farnsworth, Margaret Barbour ..
Fauerbach, Vivian Evangeline.
Fenn, Mary ..
Fincke, Elizabeth Miller
Flet~her, Alice Kitchell.
Flinf, Eliza beth Mae
.
Fol~, Patricia
.
Fra Ik, Grace Marie
.

.....266 Broad Street, New London, Conn.
107 Prospect Street, Providence, R. 1.
.
360 Liberty Road, Englewood, N. J.
2420 Driftwood Road, St. Perersburg, Fla.
....Nearwater Lane, Noroto», Conn.
880 North Street, White Plains, N. Y.
155 LeMoyne A venue, Washington, Pa.
..5 Bow Road, Belmont, Mass.
..411 West 114th Street, New York, N. Y.

G a b¢~I
rman, Naomi
rm.
.
Gabianelli, Norma Jean
Gardner, Mary Lee..
Garrison, Emily Olcot t..
Gerwig, Georgia Reynolds
Glassman, Rona Dorothy.
Glazier, Anne Louise
Goodstein, Rose Estner .
Gottschling, Betty Stuart
Grayson, Ann Winward..

Riverside Drive, New York, N. Y.

.... 16 Alden Road, Wellesley Hills, Mass.

201 North

Whitney Street, Hartford 5, Conn.
60 Jewett Street, Ansonia, Conn.
.
'
The Greenway, Baltimore 18, Md.
N or th Compo Road, Westport, Conn.
.... 211 West Pine Street, Rome. N. Y.
46 Glen Ellyn Way, Rochester 7, N. Y.
.... 51 Winsor Avenue, Watertown 72, Mass.
525 East 89th Street, New York, N. Y.
l009 Park Avenue, New York 28, N. Y.
3677 Asbury Avenue, Dallas 5, Texas

Hackett, Sarah Ellen.
. 38 Woodcliff Road, Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Hahn, Elizabeth Leslie.
Box 15, Grove Beach, Clinton, Conn.
Hammer, Phyllis \Veaver..
7 Fairacre Road, Jenkintown, Pa.
Harris, Jeanne Louise
.1540 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, III
Haskell, Mimi Dickson
...... Westover Road, Stamford, Conn.
Hauser, M. Ruth ..
29 Hilton Avenue, Garden City, N. Y
Henneberger, Nancy Noel..
.. 106 Smull Avenue, Caldwell, N. Y
Hillman, Maxine Emily.. .....
1150 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y
Himrell, Barbara Patricia.
.
.... . ..300 Central Park \Vest, New York, N. Y
Hor~, Elizabeth H.. ..... ..
15 Brayton Road, Scarsdale, N. Y
HOWl Sara King..
.. . .
. ..35 Clifton A ven ue, West Hartford, Conn.
Hunter, Elizabeth
.
. Plymouth Meeting, Pa.
Hurlbut, Jean.
1362 Pelhamdale Avenue, Pelham Manor 65, N. Y
Jaffa, Carol Jane ..
Jasch, Marion Louise
,
__.
Joffe, ISylvia Nancy
.
John~ton, Elizabeth Estelle .
.Iohnscon, Janet King...
.
jones, Barbara F. .
.
Josse4, Joan Marie .
.
Judge, Jennifer
.
Katz, Ruth Hilda....
Klein, Irma D.,.
Klug,' Marilyn May ..
Klyn, Edith Lindsay..

264 Highland Blvd., Brooklyn 7, N. Y
18 Amity Street, Hartford 6. Conn.
...90 Causeway, Lawrence, L. 1., N. Y
.... Camels Hump, Box 15, Bethlehem, Pa.
... 509 Kyle Avenue, Lookout Mountain, Tenn.
2077 Parker Street, Springfield, Mass.
308 Richmond Road, Douglaston, 1. 1., N. Y
. 29 Overhill Road, Scarsdale, N. Y
.

... 14 Fairdel Street, Springfield 8, Mass.
139 Fern Street, Hartford, Conn.
...... 16 Andrews Street, Bethel, Conn.
.
6101 Sheridan Road, Chicago, Ill.
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Knafel, Helen-Mae
Koenitz, Eleanor Charlotte
Koster, Rose Ellen
Kuhn, Julia Mae..
Lambert, Joan ..
LeZarde, Jeanne Marie ..
Linkletter, Ruth Luta ..
Lishon, Paulina Mary.
Lockhart, Frances Carroll.
Luce, Marion
Lurton, Grace Elizabeth
Lynch, Priscilla Holcomb.

222 Sheridan Avenue, Mount Vernon, N. Y
R.F.D. No.6, Wildwood Park, Portland, Me.
9 Prospect Park West, Brooklyn, N. Y.
.
212 Wellington Road, Jenkintown, Pa.
..Shiloh Lane, Goshen, Ky.
258 Ledyard Street, New London, Conn.
.
21 Colver Street, New London, Conn.
.
54 Sheffield Road, Newtonville, Mass.
Olive Place, North Maple, Watertown, S. D .
... 87 Berrian Road, New Rochelle, N. Y.
.238 Mamaroneck Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.
.
44 Lilac Street, East Hartford, Conn.

.

MacDonald, Mary Elizabeth..
Manasevir, Edith Sylvia..
Manning, Patricia Anne
Mariani, Gloria Dora
Marsh, Louise Foster
McDowell, Margaret E.
McLean, Sharon
Mead, Barbara Belle.
Meagher, Mary Alma
Meltzer, Rhoda Jane
Mershon, Marion Yvonne
Miller, Barbara Joan.
Murphy, Maureen T...

.

45 Channing Street, New London, Conn.
205 Manhattan Avenue, Bridgeport 6, Conn.
80 Beekman Street, Plattsburg, N. Y
20 Colman Street, New London, Conn.
60 Duncan Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
. 30 Macomb Street, Plattsburg, N. Y.
246 Ayerigg Avenue, Passaic, N. J.
.
57 Elm Street, Rockville, Conn.
16 Lincoln Avenue, Binghamton, N. Y
117 Kensington Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
.27 Bedford Place, Stamford, Conn.
5311 Worthington Drive, Washington 16, D. C.
105 Allen Street, Torrington, Conn.

.

.

Nankervis, Mary Susan
2499 Longfellow Avenue, Detroit 6, Mich.
Nectow, Phyllis Jean.
33 Plainfield Street, Waban, Mass.
Neumann, Marjorie Tryon..
93 Harrison Street, New Britain, Conn.
Nibecker, Marilyn Anderson
The Kenilworth, Apt. 1004, Alden Park, Philadelphia, Pa.
Norton, Barbara Ann..
.
19 Princeton Street, Holyoke, Mass.
Noyes, Nancy
South Compo Road, Westport, Conn .
. 987 East Circle Drive, Milwaukee, Wis.

Osman, Sally Gail.
Parisi, Josephine Mary.
Parsons, Estelle.
Perryman, Ann Vera ..
Phipps, Muriel Haviland
Pierce, Jean Patricia ..
Portlock, Margaret So..

.

Main Street, Niantic, Conn.
17 Conant Road, Marblehead, Mass.
Popham Hall Apts., Scarsdale, N. Y.
47 Elm Street, Morristown, N. J.
P. O. Box 145, Hudson, Ohio
l e LlHamptoo Blvd., Norfolk, Va.

.
.

..

Ramsden, Elizabeth Anne
Raymond, Constance Eileen ..
Regottaz, Janet Marie ..
Richard, Jane Lois
Roberts, Janice Elizabeth
Robinson, Helen Irene ..
Roburn, Joan N.

.
.

23 Oakridge Road, West Orange, N. J.
72 Sagamore Road, Bronxville, N. Y.
Route 42, Box 946, El Paso, Texas
. ..3147 Victoria Avenue, Cincinnati 8, Ohio
.......... 62 Inwood Road, Bridgeport 4, Conn.
............. 38 High Street, Georgetown, Del.
..640 West End Avenue, New York 24, N. Y.
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1930 Boulevard, West Hartford 7, Conn.
Schafer, Gretchen.
·····
.
....
·...·.·.308
Brighton Avenue, Spring Lake, N. J.
Schock, Ellen
.......
Litchfield
Turnpike, Woodbridge, Conn.
Shepherd, Marilyn Edythe ..
1715
Main
Street, Glastonbury, Conn.
Shennan, Jean Adelaide ..
..616
Vale
Street,
Chevy Chase 15, Md.
Shuman, Anne Morse ..
. 6 Hartswood Road, Stamford, Conn.
Silhavy, Joyce Paula
·15918 Oakhill Road, East Cleveland, Ohio
Siller, Lois Mae
.
. ... 28 Bowdoin Street, Portland, Me.
Sibes, Victoria
_,
.
..139 Kenyon Street, Hartford 5, Conn.
Sibmons, Janet
.
217 Paddock Street, Watertown, N. Y.
Srbith, Grace Sherman ..
Srhith, Jane McLane ..
R,F,D. 4, Portland, Me.
S livey, Dorothy Alison.
.
Rogers Lane, Wallingford, Pa.
Sarr, Susan ..
74 Park Avenue, Bronxville, N. Y.
S echer, Mary ..
12962 Lake Avenue, Lakewood 7, Ohio
S one, Mary Elizabeth ..
.
Fairgrounds Road, Woodbridge, Conn.
S assburger, Mary Lou.
.
802 Granard Parkway, Steubenville, Ohio
S (otz, Sandra.L..; ....
.
140 East 39th Street, New York, N. Y.
Stutz, Marjorie Ann.
...422 Edgemont Avenue, Palmerton, Pa.
Tan, Lynette ..

. ..Chi Yu Bank, 27 Hai Hou Road, Amoy, Fukien, China
c/o Seng Tee Lee, Avia Co., 80 John St., New York, N. Y.
Taves, Carolyn.
1036 East Second Street, Long Beach, Calif.
Thomas, Elizabeth Ann.
HSteepwood," Greenville, Del.
Toor, Joanne Ruth
...... 285 Central Park West, New York, N. Y.
Townley, Dorset
....................
1035 West 57th Terrace, Kansas City, Mo.
Trench, Barbara
1049 Avon Road, Schenectady 8, N. Y.
Underwood,

Joan

732 Nottingham

Van Syckle, Gretchen
Viets, Marilyn P ..
"Talker, Marion Lockwood
"Ialsh, Emmy Lu ..
"Ialzer, Peggy Sundelle ..
~arren, Barbara
~atrous, Alice Elizabeth
"fatson, Marilyn Althea ..
"Iebb, Ann Trcw..
~ebber, Jeanne Marie ..
3:eber, Mildred Hunt
"fettach, Helen Jane.
"ihitehead, Sarah Booth.
~hittemore, Margaret
"Iilde, Cornelia.
.
~ilder, Catherine Louise ..
"lillard, Clare Teresa ..
Williams, Betty Ruth.
Wilson, Elizabeth Ann.

\'finton, Julia Davis .
Wyzan, Sybil.
.
Young, Carol Townsend ..

.

.

....

Road, Wilmington

56, Del.

509 Tisdale Place, Woodbridge, N. J.
School Street, East Granby, Conn.

.. R.F.D. 2, Boonton, N. J.
.... 3 5 Westwood Road, West Hartford 5, Conn.
.... 26 East 93 rd Street, New York, N. Y.
..... 1738 East 46th Street, Ashtabula, Ohio
R.F.D. 1, Mustic, Conn.
... 165 Murray Avenue, Larchmont, N. Y
.516 Oak Road, Merion, Pa.
44 Whittier Road, Wellesley Hills 82, Mass.
... 13 Kingston Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.
513 South Boundary Street, Chapel Hill, N. C.
63 Cloverly Road, Grosse Pointe Farms 30, Mich.
854 Salem Avenue, Elizabeth, N. J.
...... 65 Walbridge Road, West Hartford, Conn.
Binney Lane, Old Greenwich, Conn.
...70 McKinley Avenue, New Haven 15, Conn.
905 College Avenue, EI Paso, Texas
.210 West Green Street, Ithaca, N. Y.
.Wayzata, Minn.
..... 951 Ocean Avenue, New London, Conn.
Oak Ridge, Peekskill, N. Y.
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